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Private developer buys 
Brentwood park site
Central Saanich has lost 
possibly the final opportur,\ity to 




The municipality had expness- 
ed an interest in acquiring a 16- 
acre land parcel, which houses 
the abandoned B.C. Hydro sub­
station, for many years.
The property is bounded by 
Wallace Drive and Delame ire 
Rd.
However, B.C. Hydro recemt- 
ly sold the parcel to a private 
developer for $725,000.
Damian Dunne, B.C. Hydro 
spokesman, said the property 
was advertised for sale in 
February and was sold within 
two weeks.
“We have had a lot of in­
quiries about it the past several 
months but we didn’t officially 
list it until this month,” Dunne 
said,
He said the sub-station’s fate 
is now the concern of the 
developer.
Dunne deferred all questions 
concerning the identity of the 
purchaser to their solicitor 
Terry Siebold of Vancouver.
Contacted by the Review, 
Siebold refused to give any in­
formation about his client until 
documentation of the sale is fil­
ed with the land title branch.
Gay Wheeler, Central 
Saanich administrator, said the 
property was sold before the 
municipality had time to act.
“Because B.C. Hydro, as a 
crown corporation, has to sell 
the land at a profit, I don’t 
think the municipality was in a 
position to make a bid,” 
Wheeler said.
“But before Hydro became a 
crown corporation, there were 
some negotiations concerning 
the provincial government turn­
ing the property over to the 
Central Saanich for purpose of 
developing a park.”
The allowed land uses under 
its present zoning are park or 
cjpen space institutional.
Clack says
The possibility of a residen­
tial development restricting the 
present access to the bay 
shoreline is a concern of two 
Brentwood residents.
George Robinson and Bruce 
Obee will submit a petition to 
council asking any development 
not front within 100 metres of 
the shoreline.
Robinson said the area would 
be an ideal “little Tulista Park” 
for local residents.
“The bay has some of the 
warmest water on the south end 
of Vancouver Island and could 
be used as a swimming hole for 
children. And it’s one of the few 
places in Brentwood where the 
shoreline is easily accessible to 
the public,” Obee said.
Robinson said other water­
front accesses in Brentwood are 
marred by steep stairways or a 
limited area for walking along 
the water.
Knocking on doors oyer the 
last week, Robinson said he has 
obtained 100 signatures on the 
petition.
He said some of the com- 
Continued on A3
Just when the snow 
stopped flying Friday 
(after seven more cen­
timeters fell from the
a
came Isky), the rain 
thundering down.
The 54 millimeter 
weekend rainfall was on­
ly 1.9 millimeters shy of 
the 55.9 millimeter 
February record, set 
February 16, 1949.
Flooding was reported 
throughout Greater Vic­
toria with the worst 
damage recorded in 
Soo ke where 114 
millimeters of rain fell 
Saturday and Sunday.
Heavy rain warnings 
remained in place at 
Review deadline Mon­
day, and another 50 
millimeters was expected 
to fall Monday night.
AVhatever you do, 
don’t put the rain wear 
too far from reach; we 
can expect rain, rain and 
more rain, the airport 
weather staff report.
. News Inside
A CentraT Saanich 
group home for the irien- 
tiilly handicapped is fin* 
tling its place in the com- 
niuniiy.. Bl
The fed.s want to niove 
Sidney’s castoms office 
(0 the airport. .... n, A3
Hampson refutes rat 
cjtidcmic. ..................A3 I
The man who drafted an ur­
ban design, plan for Sidney last, 
fall believes it is a mistake to 
ren ovate the Sidney fire hall in- 
stecld of building a new facility.
R'etired urban planner Rod 
Glat:k, who sits on several ad- 
viso.ry planning committees, 
says his opinion regarding the 
fire ihall has not changed since 
September 1985.
“I am still of the view that a 
renov.ation would be a short­
sighted expenditure and would 
not bet the best use of public 
funds,” Clack said.
Afteir surveying the existing 
buildint? last year, Clack told 
Sidney council: “I believe it 
would be wasteful of public 
funds to attempt renovation of 
thcexi.sting building.”
He also .suggested a new site 
be found for the fire hall.
“Buildi ng an entirely new fire 
station on the present site, even 
if c.xpanded through purchase 
of adjoining property, would be 
a compromise .solution. Bccau.se 
insufficient area would be 
available ftir needs of training,” 
he wrote in his Aug. 30 report to 
the town pl.anning committee.
Sidney council voted 4-3 
Monday ni.ght to renovate the
existing building at a cost of
$110,000.
In his report. Clack noted 
another benefit to a new loca­
tion “is the freeing up of the 
present site, within the commer­
cial core of Sidney, for poten­
tially higher and better land 
use.”
He said a building to house 
equipment needs to 1996 with 
ancillary facilities would require 
a fire station of approximately
6,000 square feet, and an addi­
tional 2,000 square feet for a 
social and training hall.
“A major consideration in 
the design of a fire station must 
be to ensure .sesmic stability and 
its own fire safety because not 
only does it hou,sc essential 
emergency equipment, but in 
the event of an earthquake or 
other natural disaster, the fire 
station must function as the 
communications centre.”
The $110,000 recommended 
expenditure will provide for 
renovations to house a new fire 
truck, which the last council 
recommended purchasing.
In order to bring the pre.sent 
building up to adequate 
building code standards, np- 
Contlnucd on A3
X^e bonhomme, mascot of the annual Quebec Carnival, made m unexpected^^v^^^ to Deep 
Cove Elementary School last week. The school held their own carnival after taking time in 
class to study the history and purpose behind the Quebec event.
to marina
The Tsawout Indian band’s 
claim that a 500-berth marina in 
Saanichton Bay would violate 
their treaty hunting and fishing 
rights will be heard by B.C. 
Supreme Court this fall.
Earl Claxton, Tsawout band 
manager, said Saanichton 
Marina Ltd., proponents of the 
marina project, want the ca.se 
heard as soon as possible.
“Their lawyers have been in 
touch with our lawyers to get 
the necessary paperwork under­
way prior to a trial date being 
set,” Claxton said.
The Tsawout band was 
granted a temporary injunction 
by B.C. Supreme Court Justice 
John Spencer Dec. 6 halting all
dredging or construction in the 
bay until a trial is held.
Claxton said both sides are 
now filing statement of claims 
concerning u.se of the bay.
Victoria lawyer Paul;. 
Peaiiman represents Saanichton 
Marina while Vancouver 
solicitor Clo ©strove acts for 
the band.
Claxton .said the supreme 
court ruling will likely be ap­
pealed regardless of the deci­
sion.
“It will probably be a number 
of years before this issue is 
resolved,” Claxton said.
He said the band still Ims no 
commitment from the federal 
Ministry of Indian and Nor­
thern Affairs for financial 
assistance with their legal costs.
“1 don’t know how much 
money is available but 1 do 
know the tribal councils involv­
ed in litigation over logging of 
Meares Island and Stein River 
Valley have also submitted ap­
plications. Tliere is only so 
much money to go around so 
we’ll have to see how much of 
the pie we get.”
Claxton says the band would 
have difficulty meeting their 
legal costs without assistance 
from Indian and Northern Af­
fairs.
“If the B.C. Supreme Court 
ruling went against us we would 
have to pay all legal costs on 
both sides.”
Snorts C
I Iundrcd.s will test 
lltelr stamina Saturday in 
the annual Basil Parker 
t'lidurancc run. ..... A8
Capital's season hinpes 
on final two games, . , A8






Parkland graphki arts students} (left to right) Michelle Alger, Janice Clarke, Kenee 
Allison, John B)ytb, Kathy Johnson, Beth Dotmn, Luke Knmiknw, Jackie 
Saville, Trevor Mead*Bobbins,
The fact that $4$ million is The drawings are, for the 
.spent on nuclear arms cvery rnost pan. dark and friglnen- 
half-hottr world-wide, while in ing.
the same time period 1 ,(KK) Many of the print.s represent 
children die of starvation, war and images of the rcaHty 
sparked a group of Parkland students perceive if peace is 
.school students "to do eluded.
____ “It shows people care, but it
ByliAN^AVANAOH"' ' is scary.” student Kathy 
___SifvkwSmffWriter________ ___ .lolmson said.
After discussing the issue Johnson .admits she feels 
with teacher Chris Doman, the frightened when flippirig 
grade II and 12 graphic arts through the calendar.
' class deckled the pro.spcct of Significant historical dates 
nttclc.ii vAir and the svhule regarding pcucc pati.s and inter- 
disarmament qucrdlon is scary national treaties nfe marlkcd for 
business — and their sketches each month. And included on
' r/'VMithHr N each, page J'fi; a famous qnnie
The class turned their fear in- from a renowned iseacc-makcr. !
to energy and produced a 1986 The calendar is available at 
pcuctf culcmJar as their major Parkland scliool for S.k and all 
fall .semester project. proceeds will be used to Uutd a
Every month is represented student peace group at the
with one student’s version of school, 
ihenuclear djlemmii. Related story page IJ4
. s . ^ ■ 
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MAKING LUNCHES? SEE US FOR YOUR 
SANDWICH NEEDS — OUR MEATS INCLUDE 
SALAMI, CORNED BEEF, COLD CUTS PLUS 
A WIDE VARIETY OF SALADS.
HILARY BRAUN
%
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There’s a colourful corner at Safeway set aside for 
our wide selection of flowers & plants for every 
occasion. Fresh cut flowers, potted tropicals, 
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Brentwood park
Bruce Obee George Robinson
Continued from Page A1 
ments have been negative.
“The Anglers Anchorage 
Marina owners have indicated 
to us some concerns about peo­
ple swimming in the water near 
a marina,’’ Robinson said.
Others indicate concern 
about a park becoming 
“another Elk Lake.’’
Robinson and Obee say they 
are not opposed to the property 
being developed.
“It is a very attractive area 
and is probably an ideal loca­
tion for townhouses or con­
dominiums,’’ Robinson said.
Obee said a condo develop­
ment similar to Resthaven 
Village in Sidney would be 
ideal.
“The developer was able to 
build condominiums on the pro­
perty but the shoreline remained 
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North Saanich Mayor Lloyd 
Harrop says it would be a 
“dumb move’’, but his Sidney 
counterpart Norma Sealey says 
it could “benefit both com­
munities.’’
And despite the opposing 
views of the mayors, the Sidney- 
North Saanich liason committee 
recommends a joint E.xpo 86
Hampson says
legacy project “may receive 
more support.”
The committee wants sugges­
tions from both communities to 
assist in drafting a proposal for 
a joint legacy project applica­
tion.
Sidney Alderman Stewart 
Mackay also recommended 
soliciting support from MLA
Hugh Curtis.
But Harrop remains adamant 
that North Saanich should try 
to procur funds to renovate 
their council chamber.
Rats not rampant
There is not a rat epidemic 
along the shores of the Saanich 
Peninsula according to a 
Lochside Drive resident.
'Wildlife expert Cy Hampson 
said the rat population is no 
worse now than in past years.
“Rats have always been here. 
You can’t kill them all because 
they produce several litters a 
year. Nobody will ever be able 
to solve the problem per­
manently,” Hampson said.
A Victoria exterminator 
claimed last week the black rat 
population, which has been a 
carrier of the bubonic plague, is 
increasing in Sidney.
He said because of the reces­
sion, people were not spending 
money for exterminators liked 
they used to, leaving the rats to 
flourish.
However, Hampson said 
Norway rats and not black rats 
are commonly found here.
The Norway species are 
known to feed on black rats.
Hampson said he and his 
neighbours set up poison bait 
traps whenever rat tracks are 
evident in their yards.
“The poison dehydrates the 
animals leaving little else but 
skin and bones,” Hampson 
said.
1^'' '' ' '
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Mayor Lloyd_ Harrop
“We should go for a grant to 
improve the chamber for T.V. 
coverage and a proper setting 
for our chamber on our 21st bir­
thday,” Harrop said.
Sealey says she is “quite 
open-minded” about what pro­
ject the two municipalities could 
jointly undertake.
customs on move
, . If the federal government has 
its , way, Sidney’s customs 
building will be relocated to 
Victoria International Airport 
April 1.
The plan was brought before 
Sidney council Monday in a let­
ter from the Saanich Peninsula 
Chamber of Commerce, who 
urged council to block the 
change.
The Sidney customs offfice, 
located at the Washington State 
ferry terminal, was recently 
renovated, and also operates a 
sub-office at the airport. Inter­
national mail from the Sidney 
Post Office is also processed by 
Sidney customs, and is a “ser­
vice valued by private citizens 
and business alike,” the 
chamber says.
“Last year the facility at the 
ferry terminal was renovated at 
considerable cost and is now 
convenient and functional,” 
chamber Vice-president John 
Robertson wrote.
“The location is excellent, 
with good access and parking,” 
he added.
In a notice to importers. 
Revenue Canada, Customs and 
Excise superintendent J.A. 
Wingert said, “as a result of 
this move International mail 
shipments will no longer be 
cleared at Sidney but rather
from our Victoria office.”
Fearing the change could af­
fect the long-term customs 
situation at the Port of Sidney, 
council agreed that Mayor Nor­
ma Sealey discuss the move with 
Wingert.
She was to meet with him 
Feb. 25, follow'ing Review 
deadline.
Renovation
Continued from Page AI 
; proximately $500,(X)0 may need 
' to spent over the next several 
’ years, council agreed.
' Alderman Cy Rclph, 
-firewardens committee cliair- 
! man, said he lavoied building a 
. new hall bccmise iti the long-run 
the cost wotild be the same as 
I potifing tnoiiey into the pre.sent
facility.
Clack advised that ti single 
stoicy, 8,000 square fool 
tirehall could cost approxiniitle- 
ly $650,(MX) (without propeity
Ho estimated the loitd 
renovation costs for the present 
firchall wtnild be about 
$<150.(XK).
Chapel of Roses 
YOUR COMMUNITY 
CHAPEL SERVING .. ,
Sidney
656-2932 388-515.5













PHONE FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY
• MOSl GARS ^i'LHiHnEUCK&’;, ' , , „ : Of f bRGriridb
9817 RESTHAVEN DR. AILREPAIRS
QUARANTEED
6BfS-S544 ■ PASrPf^OFtlSSIONALSEnviCt- • 
SBPtVtNQ THE PENINSULA FOB OVEB I2YEABS
But she wants it to compli­
ment the Port of Sidney 
development.
While not requesting legacy 
funds be used for construction 
to the proposed marina, Sealey 
said “some kind of cultural 
project could benefit both com­
munities.”
^FAMILY restaurant
7816 East Saanich Rd.
V GREAT DINNER 
SPECIAL
STEAK DINNER
with grevn poppercorn onuco 
• Served with Qerden Freeh Vegetables
■.............. 6 oz. =09=
8 oz. 9799
2 farm fresh eggs, any style with 2 
slices of bacon or sausages and 
choice of 2 buttermilk pancakes, or 
hash browns and toast.
SPECIAL
10% OFF ON TAKE OUT 
ORDERS (over S2.50) 
(Spoclals not Included)
* Baked or Special Potatoes
* Dinner Roll 
CHOICE OF
* Delly Soup or Salad





one of two 
$2500
Philip’s Certificates
100 GIFT CERTIFICATES 
GIVEN AV7AY WEEKLY
HOW TO ENTER: Keep your receipt after meals, 
simply fill in your name & address & Phone No. 
on back of receipt and put in ballot box. Enter 
as often as you >vi8h. Winners will be 
announced every Friday Lunch Hour.
,ce M
Mayor Norma Sealey
She said it is up to the public 
sector to address the cultural 
aspect of the project.
“If we could both pitch in 
maybe we could do 
something,” .she suggested.
Applications for legacy pro­
ject funds will be accepted until 
the end of the year.
BQt Harrop said if a decision 
is not made quickly there may 
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FLECTO 
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The question of the hour nation-wide must be “how 
tough are the Tories going to be. ”
And as we all wait with baited breath for Finance 
Minister Michael Wilson to churn out the numbers 
which will affect our lives for the next year, we can’t 
help but think about one group in particular.
Canada’s youth; young women and men aged 18 to 
25, what will the budget hold for them today, and on the 
larger scale, for their futures?
Already for weeks before budget day, the nation’s 
youth have jumped on the bandwagon in protest of one 
early Tory cut.
Katimavik participants, their parents, teachers and 
friends, have told the Mulroney government in no short 
order they do not condone axing the youth program.
Coupled with the vocal hostility of the loyal opposi­
tion parties, Katimavik advocates hope to force the 
government to reverse their position, just as pensioners 
succeded in doing last year.
The Tories seem set on sticking to their guns this time, 
many Ottawa insiders predict. But then many of them 
also said the government wouldn’t back-down on the 
pension issue.
Any one who has recently spoken to a newly 
graduated high school student, who opted out of im­
mediately continuing their education, can quickly 
deduce that jobs, or the lack of them, are the major con­
cern for young Canadians today.
The majority of high school graduates who have hit 
the streets in pursuit of work, have quickly and 
discouragingly discovered that there isn’t much to be 
found.
Lack of experience, confidence and know-how are 
most often the obstacles facing young unemployed peo­
ple today.
The situation resembles that old catch-22: you need 
experience to get the job, but how do you get experience 
if no one will give you a job? ''
For many youths, unsure of what they wanted from a 
career, Katimavik offered a positive, fulfilling alter­
native andjearning experience. '
For one year, participants travelled to several regions 
across the country. They discovered themselves and got 
a feeling of what Canada is all about. Diverse work ex­
perience guided many on to future careers.
Katimavik allowed thousands of Canadian youths to 
find themselves; to build self-confidence, meet new 
friends and make contacts from which they might 
benefit for years to come.
In one fell-swoop, the Tories did away with the dream 
program to which many youths aspired.
Their .sisters and brothers joined Katimavik; cousins, 
neighbors and friends sang its praises.
But for the youth of 1986 and thereafter, there is to be 
no more Katimavik; no chance to gain the experience
• employers insist upon for employment, and no chance 
to explore possibilities, take risks and learn about
; . yourself from others in the same boat.
• The Tories have promised to replace Katimavik with 
^ “real” jobs.
We can only hope today’s youth will solve the old 
catch-22, and find the experience which eluded their 
;: sisters and brothers before them.
a legacy
' Opening day for Expo 86 is less than three months 
■ 'away.
And the enthusiastic anticipation of the tranportation 
; fair is growing as the pre-fair ticket sales have indicated, 
;; Despite all the managerial hazards encountered by 
, those entrusted by the provinciftl government to manage 
' the fair, it would appear Expo now has tlie potential of 
;• becoming a historical legacy for Vancouver much like 
. Expo 67 was for Montreal.
Whether or not the rest of the province will share in 
ihat lei'iu'v renmins to be seen,,
ii,. «"’r ’ ' neiinctl
r (i.,l I',i u,ui . .I'.u, CMI.U,. lU J iJil LilML- '
It Ims been Mr. Fatnson’.s vision and no-noiv ense ap­
proach that allowed Expo to overcome any ob.uicics of 
which there have been many.
Mr. Benn 'ii and his party will no doubt rci. the 
political bencliis of a .suecessfiill Expo .nio the uc,vk pro­
vincial election campaign.
Jbe '‘:!Mi‘.oo’so>arMe-.lien! '.be closely associated'




May I suggest the following 
telegram to the Directors of the 
A.L.R.l'. system on the occa­
sion of their acquiring that 
wonderous vehicle “The Spirit 
of Sidney”.
“Congratulations & Beware!
You are now the proud 
owners of the only vehicle of it’s 
kind known in the world.
It has been established by ex­
haustive testing of the prototype 
that it is ridiculously expensive 
to operate, and that the warran­
ty is useless.
However, take heart.
It is an altogether unique at­
traction for both the passengers 
and the spectators in that, not 
only is it able to run in opposite 
directions at the same time, but 
also, on many occasions it had 




It is with some concern that 1 
have read reports regarding the 
intention of the mayor of Nonli 
Saanich to form a commitiee of 
citizens to plan for tlic future of 
our municipality without coun­
cil participation or authority.
The mayor needs to he 
reminded that he derives his 
power from our Municipal Act 
which gives him no authority to 
form .such a committee mucli 
less withhold its deliberations
from our duly elected represen- 
; tatives.-, ■
The proper way to decide 
these issues is through council 
committees and a duly con­
stituted Advisory Planning 
Commission. Outside represen­
tation is permitted on council 
committees providing the 
numners do not exceed those of 
council members on the com­
mittee. The remainder of Coun­
cil and the electors of North 
Saanich should let the mayor 
know in no uncertain terms that 
they do not condone and will 
nto put up with his dictatorial 
methods.





So Sidney is once again bless­
ed with another pair of civic 
minded entrepreneurs who have 
found that the youngsters in tl\is 
town have a need.
As they both profess to Itave 
such a personal interest in lliis 
particular locality l am surpris­
ed that they have not rcasearch" 
eel further and discovered, like 
the majority of residents have, 
that what we don't need is 
another upholstered dope 
palace guised as a “Family Fun 
Centre",
Perhaps, iiLStead of investing 
on the advice of the clientele of 
Johnny Zees or the like, they 
would consider interviewing (lie 
clergy, the police, tlie civic
leaders, and incidentaly the 
parents of younsters, in .theirr-i 
community — perhaps even the " 
schools, to try and establish the 
real need.
They may be interested to 
learn that Video Arcades are 
not the answer to our dilemma.
Messrs. Douglas and Bridge 
—- our youth deserves dignity. 
Please treat them with such and 
peddle your videos elsewhere.
Congratulations to all 
members of council who upheld 
the bylaw prohibiting video ar­
cades.
Thanks also to Alan St. Clair 
for addressing the more serious 
issues of the day.




Last time 1 looked, Canada 
was still a political democracy in 
which elected representatives at 
least tried to cany out the ex­
pressed will of the governed ma­
jority.
This bit of history appears to 
! hiive cscaiK’d (be notice of soiiic 
North Saanicli council members 
and oilier supporters of tlie 
Aylai'd development, 'rhese 
people nppmcntly feel that 
North Saanich is now ready for 
feudaiism ahd should nbandon 
the coutplienied business of rim­
ing its own affairs. All impor- 
latu decisions could just as well 
be left to an ull-wise Lord of the 
Manor who could ilircalen any 
iipsiari objectors witli dire legal
and financial penalties.
5r {Nevertheless, objections to 
■ the Aylard development and the 
accompanying dismemberment 
of the Community Plan bylaw 
were expressed by 60 per cent of 
those citizens who voted in the 
November municipal election. 
This election was billed by ex­
mayor Parrott as a referendum 
on the 1985 council’s actions on 
behalf of the development.
A new mayor and council was 
elected to remove the offensive 
1985 bylaw amendments which 
were rushed through the ap­
proval process a scant three 
weeks before the election. Such 
haste was apparently nece.ssary 
to get Mr. Aylard his develop­
ment approval before long-held 
community feelings against his 
project could change the com­
position of the unrepresentative 
1985 counciL
Now we have to endiire the 
spectacle of the leftover 
members of that council piously 
suggesting that the volcr- 
rcjcctcd amendments be left in 
place lest Mr, Aylard initiates 
litigation to recover hi,s pre- 
dcvclopmcnt costs.
We trust that rc.sponsible 
council members rccogni/.e that 
the moral and financial costs of 
such a capiuilaiion far exceed 
those which could result from i 
the prompt restoration of our 
t^ommunity Plan.
John R. Mavko 
Sidney
Continued on Page A5
FROM THE 
TOP OF THE PILE
Mic iioi ' (he Hiian Min,! ^ anaui' \ e 
inilidted more “I knowof «noilv-’v Siitnay i(v\,’' ■ jd'
After reading Itisi week's lop of ilu- pik iioie, foimei 
Sidney mayor Loyd Burdon called lu s.iy he too knows t)i 
another Sitlnev. spelled die same wav as us.
Loyd'.'i grandfatiter was born in Sidney Nebraska, a lui 
ironic he diouglu since he enieivd the unrKI ii.ej acic in 
" Sidney B.C. '' , ■
Any more .Sidncy'.s out there?
And speaking of Brian Mitchell — he was called away from 
Sidneycvenenriier lhari first nniicipaicd. , y
After two months editing the Review, Brian left Sidney last 
Wednesd.'iy to become managing editor at Island Pnblislter’s 
Dimctm paper.
New Review editor Sne McLean takes over March 3.
It’s insi not fair.
; " ' :I -■ ".vring from tliis February
■ ‘'y M wall/fd into the office I'li
, ' ^ 111! 'f .
j;.;' u i Vi'-, t.ulwiil! Hif t.uiiiisl 1C .Util lic cspccially liked 
iiciiiing,about die aichcs ol snow falling ai home wh le he 
frolicked on the beach.
It's going lobe a dasltingaffaii.
I'Mncing to ilic liv Lang big band, okl-iime innsic en- 
ilnisia.st.s arc invited to swoon in foimal, or senii-formal, 
diess at the liisi anmial Sidney Days Spring Ball, April 12 at
Details ami info available tU 656 3 M4 or at Tanners Books.
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Food shopping most unpleasant task
I don’t go food-shopping any 
more.
When my wife and I were 
both employed full-time, it 
seemed to be only fair to share 
this most unpleasant, although 
unfortunately necessary chore. 
From time to time during those 
tension-filled excursions, I ex­
perienced some measure of con­
solation from seeing other poor 
wretches trailing sadly and 
aimlessly round the super­
markets in the wake of their bet­
ter halves: but nothing could 
ever make it totally endurable.
On rare occasions, under ex­
treme pressure, I volunteered to 
do the job myself, but this was 
likely to prove disastrous; I 
usually forgot numerous major 
iterns, bought all the wrong 
brands, and added sundry ex­
tras which, I was subsequently 
informed — sometimes quite 
firmly — we didn’t need.
Looking back at it, I blame it 
all on the system.
The entire set-up is 
deliberately designed to baffle 
anyone but the skilled, full­
time, professional shopper. For 
example, in the bad old days 
before metrics simplified 
everything for us, it was com- 
} ^aratively easy to do quick men- 
t,a! arithmetic with pounds and 
o unces, becairse the numbers
^;^EANST. CLAIR
were small; but how, witho ut a 
calculator, is anyone suppcsed 
to know whether to buy 369 
grams for $4.59 or 545 grams 
for S6.78? And how, with a 
calculator is he supposed to g'.et 
out of the store before closing 
time? How, too, without a 
detailed catalogue, is it possible 
in a reasonable space of time U> 
track down a specific size of ai 
specific brand of breakfast 
cereal among the entire wall of 
brightly coloured packets to be 
found in even the smaller 
stores?
Once you have found it, of 
course, you go confidently to 
the same spot next time, and 
find cat food; the management 
has changed everything around 
to maintain customer interest.
A friend of mine who manag­
ed a large supermarket once 
confided to me that the high- 
volume low-profit items went 
on the bottom shelves, while the 
high mark-up stuff was placed
temptingly at eye or hand level. 
This is discrimination of the 
very worst kind; if you’re too 
fat or too stiff to bend, you end 
up buying all the expensive 
brands — and the trap is ob­
viously baited for the innocent, 
solitary, over-weight husband. 
The same trap, of course, is 
waiting menacingly at every 
check-out, in the form of can­
dies and other high-priced little 
extras displayed right next to 
the cash register. The theory is 
obviously that if they can keep 
you waiting long enough, you’ll 
probably succumb. (Incidental­
ly, I note that my very favourite 
supermarket — the one run by 
the L.C.B. — has recently 
adopted the same techinque, 
and I confes to having yielded 
to its temptations more than 
once.)
There is a whole set of special 
skills, of course, to the ap­
parently simple task of checking 
out — skills that must take 
years to master, and without
which it is wiser to stay out of 
supermarkets.
One must be able to estiamte 
which line-up is likely to move 
fastest (one is always wrong), 
whether or not fifteen items 
woudl get safely through the 
fast eight-item register, and 
whether or not by-passing the 
well-filled shopping cart which 
some smart shopper has left in 
the line-up while making the last 
few purchases might be 
detrimental to one’s health. 
Above all, while at the back of 
the queue, one must possess ex­
cellent peripheral vision, and be 
redy to move rapidly to the 
front of a newly-opened register 
on either side.
As 1 said, 1 dont’ go food 
shoping any more . . . Some 
day, though, I’ve promised 
myself that I’m going to yield to 
my normally well-suppressed 
sadistic instincts, and spend an 
hour or two just gloating over 
the lot of those poor husbands 
how haven’t yet made the great 
escape.
Incidentally, don’t bother to 
get out your calculator to un­
tangle the arithmetic problem 
above; the prices are identical.
Same players - different positions
\ TCTORIA Next to the card’ooard dummies at the rifle range, 
B.C'. cabinet ministers became the fastest-moving targets last week.
A cabinet shuffle had been expected for the longest time, but 
whei lever reporters brought up the subject with Premier Bennett, 
he sa id there was little purpose in changing a winning team.
Well, the team’s winning streak, imagined or real, was rudely in­
ter ruptetd by a recent string of severe defeats, and it became ob­
vious the It a cabinet shuffle could no longer be avoided.
But ra ther than sending some of the players responsible for the 
recent lor.ses back to the farm team, the premier confined his cor­
rective mieasures to assigning them different positions. With the ex­
ception oT three new players, the team remains pretty well the same.
The ap'pointment of three newcomers has some Interesting 
aspects. B ennett obviously recognized the support Russ Fraser, the 
new miniiUer for post-secondary eduction, has in the Lower 
Mainland business community. The Vancouver Board of Trade, 
for instanc e, sees in Fraser a potential and desirable succes.sor to 
Bennett, sh ould the latter ever decide to step down.
Elwood >/eitch, who took over as minister for consumer and cor­
porate affadrs, .seems to have been forgiven for losing his .scat in 
1979. Veitch was tourism minister when he went down to defeat, 
and even though he was re-elected in 1983, Bennett didn’t take him 
back into ctibinet until now. Ministers arc expected to win elec­
tions.
Jack Kemipf is the most interesting appointment. An irascible 
northerner, KCempf never tried to hide his contempt for city slickers 
who haven’t got a clue about the problems of British Columbia’s 
north. Unfortunately, that contempt quite often included his own 
party colleagu ICS.
After rcpcaitedly lambasting the government over policies he con- 
siered detrimental to the north, it didn't take very long for Kempf 
to become an outcafit in the Social Credit caucus. For a while, he
boycotted the Socred caucus meetings and he even threw a cabinet 
mini ster out of his office once. The premier didn’t speak to him for 
the better part of two years.
But Kempf had become a little more quiet lately. His attacks on 
the g(Dvernmenl ceased and he was no longer referred to by the 
media, as the mavrick Socred from Omineca.The reward came last 
week. At long last, Kempf was asked to join the inner circle of 
government as the minister for lands, parks and housing.
Needless to say, all three newcomers are squeaky clean. They 
haven’t! been mentioned in connection with conflict of interest or 
any other controversy for that matter.
Whail remains a bit of a mystery is the basis on which Bennett 
selected the three people who had to make room for the hew ap- 
pbintme/nts—- Jirn Chabot, Don Phillips and Harvey Schroeder.
The O'fficial reason is that Chabot and Phillips were going to 
retire aniyway after, this term and that Schroeder has had some 
health problems. The explantion is a bit weak, however.
For one thing, none of the three had any idea that they would be 
dumped. Less than a week before the cabinet shuffle, Chabot was 
still lookiiag forward to playing official government host during Ex­
po. That Job will now go to Grace McCarthy, the new provincial 
secretary.
Don Phillips never had more fun than since he was appointed 
minister for international trade. He wanted to remain in that posi­
tion until the next election is called.
And .Schroeder said just recently that his health has never been 
better and that he w'as looking forward to some international food 
fair at Expo, an idea he had conceived, nurtured and very much 
wanted to sec born.
The way it’s now, three of the biggest Expo boosters and most 
loyal supporters of the premier will probably have to buy their own 
tickets to the world’s fair and watch other people take a bow for the 
work they dio'.
I can’t help but wonder whether Phillips, Schroeder and Chabot 
aren’t asking themselves why they had to bite the dust while some 
of their colleagues are still in cabinet, despite the controversies they 
cau.sed during the past two months.
All three of them are far too loytil to coinplain in public, but they, 
can’t feel too happy about their exit from the centre stage of 
politics.
A colleague of mine observed that political expediency ahvitys 




In your Feb. 12 issue you 
published a letter byHwo peo­
ple, Carl and Barbora Little, 
who claim to be form<;r holders 
of high positions in I he CBC. 
The letter supports the view that 
the CBC is a “wnsttdand of 
mediocrity."
The letter was one of t Ite most 
badly wrlll|fn pieces it has been 
my misfortune to come across 
in quite lomc time. We arc in­
formed that "the cxccllen t radio 
service is slowly degrntling." 
Deginding what or whom wc 
are not told. Prestimab!y the 
word our mentors were sear­
ching for was "deteriorating."
The vice-pre.sident of the 
CnC-FM, it appears, is "a 
petite Chinese lady:" the 
relevance of the holder of the 
vicc-prcsidcucy being of .small 
stature, of the female gender 
and of occidental origin qtiite 
t^-Senpes rnc.
The whole letter, with Its bad­
ly written and .sorncliines in­
comprehensible .sentences and 
its general disjointedhess, ap­
palls me. If thi.s i.s an example of 
the standard of literacy of tlie 
management of the CBC, then 
it is quite obviously why that 
organization is seen a.s being in 
a .state of decline, I lopcfully, 
though, it is a simple explana­
tion of why the "writers" of the 







If you arc lucky enough to 
visit Hawaii thi.s stsring think 
about the sacred island of 
Kaiioolawe while you are tlicrc. 
And If you aren’t holidaying in 
Hawaii think about it anyway.
Kahoolawc has been placed 
on the U.S. regi.siry of historic 
sites but every two years, in
May, the Canadian navy sails 
out of Esquimall and uses 
Kahoolawc for shore bombard­
ment and shelling practise at tlie 
culrninntion of die RIMPAC 
naval cxcrcise.s.
The United .Slates, Au.sirnlia 
and Canada arc participating in 
these naval "games" in I9H(), 
Britain has been invited. Japan 
has access to the range event 
though it doc.s not participate in 
RIMPAC. So far only Japan 
and Aii.siralia have announced 
iliat tlicy will not Iwinbiird this 
Hawaiian sacred island at any 
time,
Wlien asked, Majui Norbcri 
Cyr, Public Affairs Officer for 
the Department nf Nritlnonl 
Defence said, "a decision lias 
not been made not to use the 
range on Kahoolawc" during 
the 1986 RIMPAC o.xercises. He 
advised that ilie range has been 
booked by Canada for one d.ay, 
It is expected that the provider, 
the Restigouebe, the Terra 
Nova, and the Kootenay will 
participiitc in the 1986 RIM-
PAC exercises,
There are over 544 ar- 
clieological sitc.s on the island 
including adze quarries and 
pelroglyplis. Ft l,s one of the few 
retnaining links to a thou.sand 
years of Hawaiian culture.
Ill prehistoric liinos it is 
believed that the western part of 
tin; island was used as a key 
directional point for studying 
tlie stars and plotting sen 
journeys to Tahiti, new Zealand 
and otiicr islands ini he South 
Pacific, In faci the original 
name of Kaiioolawe translates 
into "the sacred refuge of 
Kanaloa, god of the ocean and 
navigation."
Nfilive Hau'itilanv have a 
great love of (lie Irmd and have 
been restoring some of the sites, 
rebuilding the shrines and con­
ducting religious ceremonies on 
K.'ihoolawc- Over the past (luce 
years, over four tbwisand peo­
ple have experienced this an 












^ THE PERFECT ^ 
SURPRISE FOR THAT 
SPECIAL OCCASION! 
TRUFFLES } ^ SPOIL THEM WITH A
ROBERT j . HANDMADE ICECREAM














* 2 Nights 
accommodation
* Visit to 
Minter
p.p. dbl. Gardens 
APRIL 18 - 2Gth 
CALL FOR DETAILS
TRAVEL FILM NIGHT
AT THE EMERALD ISLE MOTEL
Tuesday, March 4th and Wednesday, March 5th 
7:3Q pm -10:00 pm 
Pick up your FREE COUPON at our 
office before March 1st
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE ~>
2
"At the Emerald Isle"
656-0905 lATA
K2 - 2310 BEACON AVE, SIDNEY. B.C. V8L 1X2 
Customer Parking at Rear
MAKE OVER BY EXPERTS
TOTAL SKIlN & HAIR CARE
WHAT A DIFFERENCE





Hvery W'cdnestlu^/ Itoni 9:00 a.nno *1:00 i).in, 
you'll (ind ux at 24‘1'| Beacon Aveiuii,', (If ctnu'.se, 
you tan still call onr Victoria olTici' throuj’luiui 
the week lor the same i(tp-(|italiiy invesltneiu
sei vice w'l' re hriiigtnj?, 10 Sidney!
( all Merrill l.ynch in Sidney tiit Wednesday.
.md hook an ayipoiniment witlvWm Cianli,
( .A, lananeial (.onsnliani for a no-olrligaiion 
porilolio evaluation, l.et’s mn acciuainted!.
Call (i5(w42 Vl,
MBmIS iyneli Canada Inc.
Mttiin Lynch












These Low Everyday Priees, mean Everyday Savings for you. 






WUf.H'$, ffoiim. 3M ml,,,.;,,.,.,,
imm Cuisine
Ol»i»d OiliLin. f«M«. Ml q Hu.,.,,
iecsoti Cuisine ;
Clil<lifii/V*|. Vuimktlll, ritiiti, 3(>| I,
iur
IKIidlMANfrt, 




mnr. i k| kr....................
Cheese Food
mn.«si«qiM.
slices I LqHg ......................
Creum Cheese
KHAFt rmUOtlPHIt. JlOqHq ....
Rice Krispies













i MONfT'i. Jlli.d 3«4 mlTIn.......
fomuto SouBi
OMPIIU'S. JM ml nil.,,,.,...
Cherry Pie 
Filler
ItUK RVn, S40winn,.,.,....... .
Solisbury Steok
iNUeiC HNIRY. fnm. 71S qH| .,..,
Lcfluridry
Oetergent
WIlK. llqvW. J liln loin*,. ...........
Fubric Softener
llUKY. Y.t llli'i CMiinliinr....... .
Pomuke Mix
muni IIMIMI, RM' III klltimllli I,IS Sg Hg
Syrufi










MOIT'S, l,3» lln*. Tin___ ......
H Mot Chocoleite




HtaHASOl, J,S >fl Hoi,.,..,
Beef Stew
MAOIt PANTRY, Tittinit, J50 q Pig . . .
Luncheon Meet
SWITT'S PRTMIUW, 340 q Tin ,
Finked Light 
Tune
(lOVIRHAf, IIK g Tin,,........... .
iPeunut Butter











KRAIT. Iliillnn. 500 ml Bollli .............
Crisco Oil





UUNCAN lltNIS. AnI'd. 350 g Plq .
Dog Food




Nutl. 'T Ig PAq ..........
Cat Food
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SWEET PEAS, FANCY 
NIBLETS CORN, . 
WHOLE KERNELa ' 
WHITE CORN,
FANCY MEXICAN 
CUT GREEN BEANS 
OR FANCY CUT 
BEANS
■"Jk





!■ V. S A F E WA Y
Safeway brings you better service and lower 
prices.
You’llfind a whole new look in our stores 
and a new attitude amongst our people to help 
make shopping easier and more efficient. As 
well, you’ll find hundreds and hundreds of 
price reductions throughout the store.
You avsked for more —
Now ... Safeway's Done It!
Advortlsed Prices In Effect 
Monday, Fob. 24 thru Sunday, Mar. 2,1986
SIDNEY
SlofO Hours
MOM, TUBS, WED. J:00 «m to fi:00 prti THURS, FRI. «,'M «m to fiiOO pm 
8Ar. 9:00 urn to 8:011 pm SUNDAY tOiOO *m to 8:00 pm
W» R66«rv« (h« night to Umit Soloo to Reiill QuantiOoo
IlMlItllllllllt'llWI c.A ra.'tA o;a ' o A »• e w a y /li «e,
, . yIVi. '.•■ .'S' ■■ '. .. : i'lh-; ■ i,.
^V... .
PAYLESS GAS LTD.

















Sidney Capitals defencemen Dave Bortolotto and Greg Lewis battle against two Merritt Warriors for the loose puck.
on
The entire season for the 
Sidney Capitals of the B.C. 
Junior Hockey League has boil­
ed down to two games.
If they can win on the road 
against Abbotsford Falcons and 
Langley Eagles, the Capitals 
will reach the playoffs for the 
first time in the club’s history.
Sidney is fourth in the 
Coastal Division, one point 
ahead of Abbotsford.
The top four teams in the 
division advance to the 
playoffs.
' The Falcons clo^ out their 
regular schedule against divi- 
sion leaders Richmond 
Sockeyes and Sidney.
The Capitals left a damper on 
their playoff hopes after losing 
to Langley 6-4, Merritt War­
riors 6-5 and Delta Flyers 12-6.
Sidney coach Barry Rice said 
his charges played well enough 
to win against Merritt and 
Langley.
“We had the chances but we 
just couldn’t get the key goals 
when we needed them. We just 
weren’t getting the breaks,” 
Rice said.
Against Merritt, Sidney led 4- 
1 after the first period but the 
Warriors fought back to tie the 
score 4-4 going into the final 
frame.
Rob Coultish, with two goals, 
Greg Davies, Phil Soukeroff 
and Bruce Gourtnall scored for 
■TSidney.
Brade Smile led Merritt with 
a hat trick.
Langley and Sidney were tied 
4L4 in the third period after the 
Capitals overcame a three goal
up
deficit.
But again, Sidney gave 
two third period goals.
Sidney goals were scored by 
Dave Bortolotto, Kevin Arnold, 
Rob Montgomery and Coultish.
Rice said the Capitals 
dominated Delta early in the 
first period.
However, Todd Decker once 
again came back to haunt his 
former teammates scoring six 
goals and adding two assists.
Arnold counted two goals to 
pace Sidney’s offensive attack. 
Rounding out the Capitals scor­
ing were Graham Bewley, Dan 
Mayer, Montgomery and
Davies.'
bean Cook started in goal 
against Langley and Merritt and 
relieved Kelly Meredith after 
one period against Delta.
Injuries continue to hamper 
Sidney as defenceman Rick 
Hunt may miss the final two 
regular season games.
“We’re not sure what is 
wrong with Hunt but he is 
undergoing medical tests this 
week to find out,” Rice .said.
The injury problem has been 
compiled by the departure of 
Brent Polischuk, Bruce Prit­
chard, Kody Nelson and John 
Shaw after the Jan. 15 roster 
freeze deadline.
“Attrition is our biggest pro­
blem because when somebody 
gets hurt we have to play shor­
thanded,’’ he said. ! '; ;
Some 500 people will test their endurance once again in the 19th 
running of the infamous Basil Parker Run, March 1.
Described a.s a “commando” course, runners must persevere 
throuj mud, swamps, creeks and bull-infested fields.
The course starts at Cumberland f-arm opposite Stelly’s High 
School and makes a clockwise loop across Hagan Creek to the 
mouth of Mt. Newton Cross Rd.
Tim Richards, Central Saanich recreation director, said there arc 
no new surprises for entrants this year.
“The only thing different from last year might be the creek cross­
ings because of all the rain and flooding that has taken place,” 
Richards said.
“They could be significantly more adventuresome to cross.”
The first run, held in 1968, attracted 100 entries — all boys. In 
subsequent years, women and people of all ages were taking part.
The event was created by Basil “Nip” Parker because he felt too 
much emphasis in sports was placed on the team and winning.
Parker believed participation, not winning, w'as most important 
in athletics.
Despite losing a leg in World War II, Parker never lost his sense 
of humour and zest for life.
Riding a horse to watch the race, Parker would strap his wooden 
leg to the stirrup and it was a great spectator event if he fell off 
since his leg always remained attached to the saddle.
The race will be broken down into three categories.
The 3 kilometre course is for youths 12 years of age and under.
The 6.5 kilometre run is open to everyone over the age of 12. 
And the 10 K event is open to everyone of all ages.
Richards said participants under the age of 10 will all receive 
special ribbons for participating.
Registration Saturday will be at Stelly’s beginning at 10 a.m. up 
until race time.
Awards come in the form of plaques, rosettes and ribbons.










Parkland Panthers ended up 
third in the Vancouver Island A 
girls’ high school basketball 
champioiuships held at St. 
Michael’s University School last 
week.
Parkland finished the tourna­
ment with a 3-1 record as their 
only lo.ss came in the .semi-finals 
. against SMU, who defeated 
Ladysmith in the final towin 
the championsliip, by a 30-25
score.
The Panthers opened the 
tournament with a 41-33 victory 
over Brentwood College.
After losing to SMU, 
Parkland won both their con­
solation games defeating Stel- 
ly’s Stingers 62-36 and 
Southgate from Chemanius 38- 
33.
It was Parkland’s first win 
against district rival Sicily’s in 
three years.
Baseball registration
Rcgi.stration for minor league 
'i bn.sebnll and girls softball 
begin.s this weekend at Sanscha 
;.Hall.'
You t h s aged six t o 18 ca n 
register Siiturdiiy between 9 
a.rn.-4 p.m., Suiuloy 1-4 p.in, 
or the following Sat urdny 
(March 8) 9 a,in.»4 p.m.
still looking for volunteers to 
coacli or miinago (’'ball teams.
For more information con­
tact I'lan Blaine at 656-3337.
Parkland center Robin Whyte 
was selected to the tournament 
first all-star team while guard 
Cheryl Norquay was a second 
all-star.
Forwards Julie Jesperson and 
Kate Gower along with Nor­
quay and Whyte provided 
Parkland with a balanced scor­
ing attack throughout the cham­
pionship,
Katrina Mackay, Dawn 
Hogarth, Lenore Gear, 
Madelainc Detric and Heather 
Kelsey also played well for the 
Panthers.
A tribute to Parkland’s 
defensive play was their effort 
agiiinst SMU. No other team in 
the tournament held the power­






• DRAPERIES, Etc. 
Phone 652-94S4
6655 TRUDEAU TERRACE 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C.
OR YOUR FREE 
MARKET EVALUATION cm John or Ptster 





Mail or Bring in to Block Bros, Realty, 2449 Beacon Avenue.
II your praperty is ciinontly listed with a Broker, please disregard Ihls oiler, II is not our intention to solicit II le ol I 
lerings ol other Realtors, we are happy 10 work wilh Itiem and coooer,ilo fully. i
The Sidney minor bn.sebnll 
as.sociatioi). celebrnting its 25th 
annivcr.sary, and girls softball 
lengue.s, are open to ball players 
from Sidney and Monh 
Saanich.
The 13-18 year olds will be 
, amaiBninaled with CeniTal 
Saanich players to form the 
■ penin.snla senior league.
Rcgltiirntion fees for buseball 
it! $.30 for 6-12 year olds. $40 for 
13-15 aiur $50 for 16-18, Girls 
softball is $30.
'I he minor baseball league is
at
PANORAMA LEISURE CENTER 
March ist & 2nd -10:00 am - 3:00 pm 
Ages 5 to 16
Bring a birth certificate and a friend 
For further information call 
Gary Polltano 652*3235 
Conrad Bnrtola 656”686Q
Jm& i U Pnd. M ,
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Milligan optimistic about 1986-87 season r
The Parkland Panthers fell 
short of reaching the B.C. High 
School basketball champion­
ship playdowns this season.
But coach Joe Milligan re­
mains optimistic about the 
potential for his team next 
season.
“Our goal this season was to 
get to the Vancouver Island 
playdowns and get the ex­
perience of playing a top 10 
calibre of basketball,” Milligan
said.
Parkland was eliminated 
from post-season play after los­
ing a heartbreaking 69-66 deci­
sion to Mt. Douglas Rams.
“Even if we would not have 
advanced past the Island tour­
nament, just playing against a 
high standard of competition 
would have helped us for next 
season.”
Milligan feels the Panthers 
can advance to the 1986-87 
B.C. high school finals.
Peninsula battered
Island ‘ Furniture of the 
juvenile division dropped a 5-3 
decision to Sooke T-Birds one 
of five minor hockey games 
played last week.
Pete Redecker scored two 
goals and Rob Martin added 
one goal for Island Furniture.
In other games Paul Sundher 
scored the lone goal for 
Seaboard Properties as the 
midget rep club lost 7-1 to the 
Racquet Club.
Bantam inter-city league play 
saw Juan de Fuca double Har­
bour Texaco 4-2 as Jason Bed­
ford and Brock Honey scored 
for the locals.
The bantam rep A Peninsula 
Signs club dropped a 5-3 deci­
sion to Saanich. Lee Plank, 
with two goals, and Rob Olson
scored for Peninsula.
The pee wee rep B Harvey’s 
Sports squad were beaten 4-1 by 
Oak Bay. Ryan Haight counted 
Harvey’s only goal.
Oak Bay’s atom rep side 
shutout Brentwood Food Giant 
by an 8-0 score.
In the first two games played 
by peanuts, 4-5 year olds, Magic 
Colour and Sooke split two 
games.
Magic Colour won the opener 
4-3 but Sooke triumped in the 
rematch 8-4.
The leading scorers for Magic 
Colour in the two games were 
Jordan Sunder and Graham 
Cliff each with three goals.
James Isaac and Tom Kosick 
rounded out the scoring for the 
locals.
Parkland is losing guard Matt 
Hearn and forwards Doug 
Robinson and David Bilyck. 
Hearn was the only starter of 
the three.
Milligan will have eight 
players back next season in­
cluding high scoring forward 
Steve Ottewell and center 
Jonathon Hunter.
Milligan said Ottewell is the 
“money player” every team 
must have to be a championship 
team.
“He can do things on the 
court other players can’t do,” 
Milligan said.
Hunter, playing only his se­
cond season of basketball, lacks 
only finesse to be a consistent 
force inside the key.
Forward Jason Grist and 
guard Ken Crewe also showed 
marked improvement as the
season progressed.
Milligan also sees Paul 
Johnson, a Grade 10 student 
who was promoted from the 
junior to senior team in 
January, as a greater offensive 
threat.
“I have never had a team at 
Parkland with so many return­
ing players. The top eight 
players on our team next season 
could all be starters,” Milligan 
said.
Among the weaknesses 
Parkland must correct next 
season, says Milligan, are the 
guards moving the bail upcourt 
against pressure defences and 
improving their shooting 
percentage inside the key.
The Panthers closed out their 
season losing 80-60 to Spec­
trum.
The top performers for
Parkland were Ottewell with 17 
points and 14 rebounds. Hunter 
15-8 and Grist 14-8.
Parkland trailed 42-30 at 
halftime.
Walls takes bonspiel
The Gerry Walls rink from 
the Victoria Curling Club won 
the A division of the' Glen 
Meadows senior mens’ curling 
open bonspiel held Feb. 17-20.
Walls defeated Chuck Ford 
of Glen Meadows in the A final.
Curling with Walls were Ivan 
Witherspoon, Hank Graas and 
Jack Van Goozen.
Royce McKinnon, Bill Powell 
and Bill Wilson played with 
^Ford'S--'.
Rinks from Victoria, Glen 
Meadows, Juan de Fuca, Es- 
quimalt and Kerry Park com­
peted in the annual bonspiel.
Other results had the Glen
Meadows rink of Dick 
Cameron, Norm Sadler, Harry 
Weir and skip Ken Warren first 
in the B division final. Ralph 
Moxley of Glen Meadows was 
runner-up.
It was another all Glen 
Meadows final in the C division 
as Mel Fetch defeated Tony 
McLaughlin. Curling with 
Fetch were Lloyd Clark, George 
Darlington and Bill Wishart.
Skip Bert Longhurt, Ben 
'Metcalfe, Scotty MacDonald 
and Roy Messum from Victoria 
won the D division. Bill Gostick 
of Glen Meadows lost to 
Longhurt in the final.
The Piranha SNvim club is sponsoring a pre-season practice .scries 
which began Feb. 23.
The six-week session runs every Sunday for the next six weeks at 
a cost of $15.
To register contact Pat Lcong at 656-9533.
The club uses the sessions as a tunc-up for the summer swim 
season, which begins in April, and encourages new members to 
join.
Youths from six years of age to 18 arc eligible to register.
K ♦ ♦
An organizational meeting to form a running club in Sidney will 
be held in the Sidney Library March 6 al 7:30 p.m.
Jack Maggie, coacli of the Parkland track and field learn, said 
ilie club will be open lo adiilis and youths.
Efforts to form local running clubs in the past have faltered.
However, Maggie feels the participation of about 50 Sidney and 
North Saanich youths in the Victoria running club summer race 




Effective Friday, February 28 through 
Wodnosday, April 30 including the Easter 
Holiday weekend.
MAINLAND • GULF ISLANDS 
VANCOUVER ISL » OUTER GULF ISLANDS
Pick up H copy ol tho Spiinq 1986 Gull Islands schedulo 
fioni uny DC Fonioa lorminal or offlco,.oivboard Iho forry, 
or call our Inlormalton Sorvlco;
Vicluria
Sail Sprino Island 






GlH CortHlcnl®8: ^ i,.
$25 IravnI cofflfictiloa are sold al major DC rorrlos oullels 
(Of Iravul on any DC runioa loulc. An Ideal gift.
AND I 
liAVlJ
For Real Estate on 
the Saanich Peninsula
NEAR MARINA!
One bedrm. CONDO. With 
glassed in balcony is 900 sq. 
ft. Attractive building & 
gardens. Quiet. Quality.






“there’s a love we 
all can count on ”
Mrs. Eulalie Jones C.S., a 
member of the Christian 
Science Board of Lectureship, 
will talk about the freeing, lov­
ing power of God at work, in a 
free public lecture entitled 
DIVINE LOVE’S 
LIBERATING POWER, in 
First Church of Christ, Scien­












Feb. 25 - Mar. 1, 1986
Home of SUPER SAVINGS.
In Downtown Sidney
FOODS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
STORE
HOURS:
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30-9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-6:00













FRESH PORK CAN. NO. 1
SHOULDER





^ I grade “A” BEEF CHUCK *4 §9DOO CROSS RIB STEAK........„kgl
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ib jPORK HOCKS . l
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TV DINNER Sr;cV.n 3260 .. ..
• McCAIN’S TENDER CRISP
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MIN.OATSako .. ... ...
QUAKER
CORN BRAN isoo . .... 
PANCAKE MIX uskt.
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TULIP FROM OENMAOK CANNED
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STUART HOUSE ECONO PAK
• CHICKEN NOODLEir ** 89®
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MILK 385 mL........ 6?
SIDNEY SUPER SAVE SIDNEY SUPER SAVE
M.J.B. SUNUaHT T
GROUND LIQUID DISH 098
COFFEE 369n . w ' DETERGENT,,.. ,&
SIDNEY SUPER SAVE 
UUNDIW
SURFabb.
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Madele ine dominant
The Madeleine sailed by Jim 
Morris earned a win and a se­
cond place finish in two ‘round 
the buoy’ races sponsored by 
the Sidney and North Saanich 
Yacht Club last weekend.
Morris, competing in division 
A, was second to Flashdance- 
Larry McFadden in the opening 
race and edged Acrobatic Rat- 
Rob Scott to win the second 
heat.
Larry LePard sailed Tran­
quility to victories in both divi­
sion B races.
The Division C races were 
won by Max Piercey at the helm 
of Heilan’ Lass and Mike Beat- 
tie aboard Playdoh.
The next race, a long distance 
event, is scheduled for March 2.
The Patos-Skipjack Island 
annual classic is coming up on 
March 8.
Registration for the annual 
event is March 7 at the Sidney- 
North Saanich Yacht Club 
clubhouse from 5-9 p.m.






PAY ^6"® AND GET 
ONE FREE 
QUICK PICK
7183 W. Saanich 652-5811
North Saanich ends
Percy Criddle, owner of Glen Meadows curling and golf club, throws out the first rock as Al 
Mellett is on hand as sweeper.
losing Streak
Chuck Ford, president of 
Glen Meadows senior mens’ 
curling club, and skip BUI 
Gabriel were the flag bearers 
in the opening ceremonies of 
the Pacific Coast Curling 
Association zone playdowns 
last Friday. The playdowns, 
which included eight rinks 
from Vancouver Island and 
the lower mainland, is conti­
nuing at Glen Meadows this 
week.
After two straight losses to 
Arbutus and Lambrick, both 
three-point heartbreakers, the 
North Saanich bantam boys 
basketball squad got back on 
the winning track.
But it wasn’t without a fight. 
Playing Oak Bay, North 
Saanich found themselves up by 
only two points after three 
quarters, 27-25.
However, Rick Scott scored 
five of his game-high 13 points 
in the fourth quarter to help 
North Saanich post a 34-26 vic­
tory. .
Scott was good on six of 11
field goals and pulled down 
seven rebounds.
Guard David Milligan con­
tributed six points along with 
his usual steady ballhandling 
skills while forward Steve 
Lefebvre added four points and 
11 rebounds and Daryl Lawes 
had three steals.
Mark Bunting pumped in 
nine points before fouling out.
The win improved North 
Saanich’s record to 12-2, tied 
for second with Lambrick, 
behind Arbutus 13-1.
Arbutus and North Saanich 
will meet in both club’s final 
game of the season.
RESERVE YOUR COPY TODAY!
Mark Hamill, Harrison Ford, 
Carrie Fisher, Billy Dee Williams 
& Anthony Daniels as C-?PO 
head the cast in this, the third film 
of the most famous trilogy 
in movie history set “a long time ago 
in a galaxy far, far away..
Cooper says
SloW"pitch meeting VIDEOSCAN
Expo 86 lifts Canada’s esteem
Expo 86 will return a sense of 
lost pride to all Canadians ac- . 
cording to the vice-president of 
the transportation fair.
Mel Cooper said Expo will be 
the biggest event: in Canada 
since Montreal hosted the ex­
hibition in 1967.
' Speaking at the Saanich 
Peninsula Chamber of Com^ 
nierce: dinneiC’^-meeting : last't 
Thursday, Cooper said Expo; is " 
attracting rave reviews all over 
the world.
“I feel Expo will be an artistic 
success, people success and 
business success. But most im­
portant I feel the legacy Expo 
leaves behind will lift our coun­
try’s self esteem trcmehdou.s- 
ly,” Cooper said.
With only 66 days left until 
opening day. Cooper said Expo 
has sold 10 million pre-purchase 
visits which is 72 per cent of 
their targeted goal.
‘‘No fair has ever sold more 
than 40 per cent of its pre-sale 
ticket goal by opening day. The 
fair in New Orleans had sold 
only 18 per cent,” Cooper said.
He said Expo had csiimated 
about 500,000 visits from
California tourists but that has 
since climbed to i .5 rhillion.
“I think that shows what we 
believed all along in planning 
our advertising campaign. Peo­
ple makes up their minds about 
their vacation four or five mon­
ths and not a year in advance.”
Free promotion from the 
newsprint luedia, he said, has 
; also aideid Expo’Si marketing ef­
forts;'
Both the Los Angelos Times 
and Toronto Star will publish 
24-page supplements about Ex­
po and Time Magazine is con­
sidering publishing a' special
issue devoted entirely to the 
tranportation fair.
‘‘Even the Christian Science 
Monitor is putting out a 12-page 
supplement on Expo.”
He said a company in Britain 
has also built an Expo airship 
which will fly across Canada 
and the United States flashing 
, Expo.messages.
Cooper said Expo has at­
tracted 34 corporate spon­
sorships collecting $153 million.
He credited Expo’s apparent 
marketing success to the drive 
and energy behind Expo presi­
dent Jim Pattison.
All team representatives are 
requested to attend an executive 
meeting of the Sidney mixed 
slow-pitch softball league 
March 3 at the Travelodge.
The items on the agenda for
discussion will be playing rules 
and number of games to be 
played.
Entry fees for the 1986 season 
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Marie Hopkins who directed the 
operations of our Cosmetic 
Department for many years has 
returned from an extended leave of 
absence and is most willing to serve 
your beauty needs again.
Marie has organized a Return to 







BATH Reg. 13.9S. SOOmL
Hit;
YARDLYHANDS . --ThANDBODY LOTION S3491 ngnu
Rea. 7.95. 300 niL........................................... w 480 rnL
Save $7.
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Weight Watchers*' Introduces a revolutionary 
idea in weight loss— freedom of choice, Enjoy a 
, parly, dine out with friends, or satisfy a sweet 
tooth now and then, with the Now Quick Start, 
Plus ProQiarn. '
Join before March 16 for only $13 and savor a 
richer lifestyle while you subtract the pounds,
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Man gets his 
day in j ail
A Victoria man who enter­
tained Sidney provincial court 
bantering with Judge Fred 
Green got his day in jail, as re­
quested, for failing to pay 
several traffic violations.
Dialogue between John Dan- 
ton and Judge Green nearly 
resembled theatre of the absurd 
for a few moments Feb. 13 in 
the Sidney courthouse.
Upon entering the cour­
troom, Danton told the judge 
he didn’t really understand why 
he was there.
“Well you’re here now,’’ 
Judge Green noted.
“ Yes I arn,’’ Danton agreed.
“Good to see you,’’ Judge 
Green added.
Danton told the judge all he 
wanted when he w'as arrested in 
the Parliament Buildings Feb. 
12, was a few moments of the 
Attorney General’s time.
Instead, he was whisked out 
of Brian Smith’s office by Vic­
toria police because of two 
outstanding bench warrants, 
and thrown in jail.
He told Judge Green maiter- 
of-factly: “I wanted to present 
a proposal to the Attorney 
General to prevent things like 
this from happening.’’
A welfare recipient, Danton 
was arrested for not paying 
fines for speeding, failing to 
produce a driver’s licence and 
riding a bicycle without a 
headlight.
Dressed in tattered jeans and 
old sweater, he told the judge,
“I know I don’t look like the 
kind of person to make an ap­
pearance before Brian Smith, 
but my most serious charge is 
driving a bike without a 
headlight.
“I don’t think 1 should go to 
jail for that, I thought 1 just got 
points.’’
Judge Green noted the penal­
ty for failing to produce a 
licence is a fine and points 
against his licence.
Damon told the judge “I 
would be lying if I didn’t plead 
guilty,” and quickly added, 
“these are my best jeans,” in­
dicating the clothes he wore to 
see the Attorney General.
When Judge Green suggested 
Danton pay the fines to recoup 
public money for his day in jail, 
Danton shrugged and said, 
“I’m going to have to get that 
money from the public 
somehow.
“I wouldn’t mind a job if you 
could arrange that, but can’t I 
just have one day in jail?” he' 
asked.
Shaking his head in bewilder­
ment, the judge conceded.
“Yes you can have your day 
in jail.”
Noting that he felt changes 
should be made to the justice 
system, Danton told Judge 
Green upon leaving the cour­
troom, “I’ll behave.”
David Wass, 5, took his sister Diana, 3, for a trike ride Mon­





• The possible demise of the 
federal department of Indian 
affairs has stalled a sewer ser­
vicing agreement between Cen- 
Jral Saanich and the Tsartlip In­
dian band.
The federal officials are 
Signatories to, the agreement, 
despite protests from the native 
band, which says it signed the 
document “under duress”.
-J Central. Saanich council 
jrt’ould not agree to service the 
Jsartlip reserve with sewers, 
tinless the federal government 
endorsed the scheme, 
d Although, the legal agree­
ment as written has satisfied the 
’council, the life of the agree- 
jment is too short. Since federal 
jSfficials are predicting the 
dismantling of the Indian af­
fairs department by !,987, the 
(igreement is to terminate on 
March 31. 1987.
Mayor Ron Cullis was quick 
lo point out that if INAC is 
clismanlled, the three-party 
agreement would be void
.ijm THE LOkia.
anyway.
Council has given Cullis the 
authority to negotiate a longer 
life for the agreement. A legal 
opinion is also being! sought to 
determine if the band letter to 
council, which suggests the 
agreement was signed under 
duress, is legally binding.
The agreement would bring 
sewer service to the reserve. The 
band wanted the authority to 
sign its own deal without the 
department of Indian affairs.
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey 
will try again this week to meet 
with federal Minister of 
Fisheries Tom Siddon.
Sealey hoped to meet with the 
fisheries minister last Friday, 
but Siddon’s tight schedule got 
in the way.
Sealey will try to secure $1.8 
million for dredging and
rockblasting at the Port of 
Sidney to allow for immediate 
moorage of 80 boats this sum­
mer.
She told the Review, “he 
won’t make any commitments 
on the phone, but I do hope to 
meet with him ne.xt Friday.”
Siddon is currently on a tour 
of Vancouver Island.
Bee tho ven examined
The monumental genius of 
Ludwig von Beethoven will be 
examined in detail in a Great 
Composers series of lectures of­
fered through University Exten­
sion and Community Relations 
at the University of Victoria.
Dr. William Kinderman, 
associate dean of fine arts and 
an internationally recognized
Beethoven scholar, will provide 
the lectures and performances.
The lecture series is coor­
dinated with the Northwest 
Beethoven Festival Feb. 28 to 
April 6 which includes 12 con­
certs and an international 
Beethoven symposium March 
21-23 at the School of Music.
HINKTHIN^
Just Imsotno howl 
you’d iootc if you could 
shod those 0xtro| 
pounds.'Weli, you can 
if you think thin and 
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Our rosoarch show.s you 
want to know what's 
happening here at home 
and around the world..,, but 
you want it to be accurate 
objective, and without 
bias. So, we give It to 
you that way.
i-d McKenzie’sinews team
are professional reporters 
first and foremost. And 
thanks to our satellite 
network connoctioris, we 
keep you plugged In to 
our world like never before. 












SERVICE TO ALL MAKES
.
2302 Beacon ave. ,• A
1“ 656-2423
BELGIAN WAFFLES
“SOMETHING NEW” — our mile high Belgian 
Waffles are light, and crispy. Come on in, try one, 
you’ll love it!!
ONLY IN SIDNEY YOU SAY— PITY




Hot Croissant served with Asparagus Tips, 
Cheese and Ham, topped with 
Hollandaisa Sauce.................................. ......................
/frt\
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 
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STEAK OSCAR
Top Sirloin Steak topped with 
Mixed Seafood & Hoiiandaise Sauce.
Saked Potato or Wild Edna Rice.
Fresh Vegetable & Garlic Bread.......................
SOLE
ALMONDINE
Sole topped with fresh roasted Almonds 
Served with Wild Edna Rice,










the regular retaiifi price
Ti eE^ OF CAMDiAl BOS
biri McClelland and stewart
ATWOOD • MOWATBERWn
LAURENCE • GZOWSKI * 6WYN 
HOUSTON • RICHLER « LEACOCK
MATW . . .
THREE WEEKS ONLY
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Track '86
Community help vital
Marlene Godrey tries her hand at candle making while 
former teacher Mrs. Reith looks on at the Brentwood 
Elementary school Heritage Day.
A show of community sup­
port could speed* up the process 
of building a running track on 
the Parkland High School 
grounds.
Finance Minister Hugh Curtis 
met recently with represen­
tatives from Track ’86, an 
organization started by a group 
of parents in 1984 committed to 
the development of a track in 
Sidney.
Nick Lott, spokesman for 
Track ’86, said Curtis was 
morally supportive of their 
presentation.
“Curtis said our chances of 
getting financial assistance for 
the track would be more 
favorable if the community is 
behind the project,’’ Lott said.
Track ’86 is now writing let­
ters to organizations on the 
peninsula asking for their sup­
port.
The Saanich school board, 
Sidney and North Saanich 
councils and Saanich Peninsula 
Chamber of Commerce, said 
Lott, have already indicated 
their support.
“We are asking all groups or 
individuals who want to see a 
running track developed to 
write to Curtis in Victoria,’’ 
Lott said.
Track ’86’s original goal was 
to raise $200,000 to install a 
rubberized all-weather 400- 
metre track for use by public 
and the schools. So far, $5,000 
has been collected from dona­
tions, dances, barbeques, fire 
wood sales and other communi­
ty fundraising events sponsored 
by parents and the Kiwanis 
club.
Lott said money for land ex­
propriated by Sidney from 
Memorial Park three years ago 
could also be partly used to 
build a track.
“We are prepared to go on 
our own but we are encouraging 
the Memorial Park Society peo­
ple to press on in their land 
negotiations with North 
Saanich and the school board,” 
Lott said.
The Society last summer 
unveiled a preliminary plan to 
use the expropriation money to 
expand Sanscha Hail and 
develop a complete outdoor 
recreation complex on 
municipal and school board 
lands between North Saanich 
Middle School and Parkland. 
The proposal hinges, however, 
on the condition of the 14-acres 





















with this coupon. When you 
develop and print your next 
roll(s) of film at Scoter's. 
This is just one more way to 
tell you that we
YOU
^^to be our customer 
VALUE up to *399
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2384 Beacon Ave. 656-7441
Emergency co-ordinator needed
Central Saanich is hiring a 
coordinator to implement the 
municipality’s emergency plan.
The coordinator will receive 
an honorarium of $200 to $250 
per month for a minimum of 40 
hours work a month.
Aldermen Eric Lewis and 
Dick Sharpe opposed the 
resolution.
Lewis felt the municipality’s 
present fire and police depart­
ments could take on the added 
workload.
a coordinator and 
you begin to crea;te another
bureaucracy. 1 think you are 
asking the administration to 
find someone who will play 
general,” Lewis said.
Aid. Wayne Watkins said 
perhaps the Greater Victoria 
area should establish a co­
operative emergency plan.
Mayor Ron Cullis said a 
mutual aid agreement is already 
i n p 1 a c e am on g all 
municipalities in Victoria.
“1 think it is important we 
look after our own needs here 
because if a regional disaster oc­
curs we will be on our own,”
Cullis said.
Aid. Ruth Arnaud favored 
hiring a coordinator.
“I don’t feel we should im­
pose the burden of putting 
together an emergency plan on 
our municipal staff unless they 
volunteer or are willing to do 
it,” Arnaud said.
Arnaud said Central Saanich 
should be eligible for a grant 
over $1,000 to help cover pro­
gram costs.
“The minimum grant is 
$1,000 but our grant would pro­
bably be larger based on the
population per square mile of 
the municipality,” Arnaud said.
To obtain the grant from the 
Provincial Emergency Pro­
gram, the municipality must 
adopt an emergency plan bylaw, 
hire a coordinator and for­
mulate an emergency plan ac­
ceptable to PEP regional coor­
dinator Claude Dailey.
'■ Central Saanich pulled out of 
an emergency planning commit­
tee last year which included 
representatives of North 
Saanich and Sidney.
SIDNEY
BUSINESS PEOPLE ON MARCH 13th
An FBDB representative will be in your area and would be 
pleased to visit you. There is no obligation or cost and your 
business can gain a lot from it.
If you’re looking for financial aid in the form of loans, loan 
guarantees or even selling an equity position in your business, 
come and discuss it with us. We have experienced counsellors 
who can help you plot a course for growth and success for your 
business. We can provide you with direction to get government 
assistance, both federal and provincial, as well as other vital in­
formation. £orjn^dvance_a£gointmenh_c^
GARY SCHICK 388-0161
990 FORT STREET 
VICTORIA, B.C.
BACKING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS
Federal Business „ Banque federate 
Development %nk de developpement CanadS
A campaign to build a dry- 
floor activity centre in Central 
Saanich has run into a 
roadblock.
Council has decided to place 
a higher priority on expansion 
of the library and senior 
citizens’ centre in Brentwood.
Council will also apply for 
financial assistance from the 
$30 million B.C. Legacy Fund 
for the building expansion.
The legacy fund is an off­
shoot of the provincial govern­
ment’s plan to distribute 40 Ex­
po pavillions to B.C. com­
munities after the fair is clo.sed.
Created from Lotto 649 
revenue, the fund provides a 
maximum grant of up lo 50 per 
cent of a project’s total cost. 
The lone prc-requisiies are the 
project being a permanent com­
munity fixture and supported 
by the local populace. >
Alderman Mike Creasy felt 
legacy fund monies would he 
better utilized by iitc
nninicipality if spent unvards 
live development of an activity 
;centre.
Creasy pointed out the 
library-.senior citi'zens expansion
center
will be built in phases diluting 
the impact of legacy fund 
assistance.
“If we were to build the en­
tire project at once and receive a 
maximum grant of $225,000 to 
cover half the building costs it 
would be worthwhile,” Creasy 
said.
“However, for us to apply 
for funding would mean 
assistance for only the first 
phase which would cover 50 per 
cent of about $112,000,” 
Creasy .said.
Creasy said $1I2,(X)0 is a 
significant amount of money 
but not in terms of the overall 
municipal budget.
“1 think $1!2,0(K) would not 
prevent us from doing 
something if the community 
really needed it;” he said.
He said a survey of communi­
ty service and afhletic groups 
has alrently revealed the need 
for an activity centre in Central 
Saanich.
“We are not talking about a 
facility with a rink and swimm­
ing pool. What is needed is a 
gymnasium type of facility for 
programs which can’t be of­
fered at Panorama Leisure Cen­
tre,” Creasy said.
However, Creasy received no 
support from the rest of coun- 
cil.
Mayor Ron Cullis said he en­
couraged the momentum 
behind the activity centre 
development to carry on.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Notice Is beroby given that all persons who doom thomsolvo.s to 
btT alfocted by the proposed antendmont to the Zoning Byl 
No. 750, will bo attordod an opportunity to bryhoard ori thr 
matters conlalnod therein before tho Gouncil Chambora, Town 
Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B.C. on Monday, March 
tOth, 1986, at 7:30 p.m,
A copy of Ihfs proposed bylaw may be inspected at the Town 
Hail, Sidney, B.G, from Monday to Friday between tho hours of 
8;o6 a m. and 4:00 p.m
The Olfoci of this bylaw will be to arr.orTd the Zoning Bylaw as 
follows;,- ' : '
BYLAW UO. &G5
To aihoricJ ih(5 Zoning Bylaw by adclirtg tho folipwing as,a
prarfiiilud uuu iri lliu :;C Con'.mciciaT'/Q'V'-' ' '
'■Commeicio! Hand-washing of Vehicles, excluding coin 
operated faciiiiios, provided that
hi such use IS prohibited on jriupoi ly ui pco l u! piupuily U m 
actually tronta on Brrncon Avenue.
(tij vehicles do not access or egress to Of from Bearmn 
■ Avenue ■'
fTaU'id at Sidney, B.C, this Iflth tiny of. February, 19fMi
G.S, ICXiAN, A.G.l S . P. AiJiti , CMC 
" ,, Town AdiT^iniatrafor
nl#' MflllMIW
An Autoplan rerrtinder —
An incorrect rale class!(icration can invalicJale your Autoplan 
insurance. If you drive to or from work or school, your vehicle must 
be insured in rate class 002 (not 001~pleaSLiro only). Be sure your 
vehicle is rated in the right classification for its use.
1
382-7276
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Saturday 9-5 Sunday 11-3
JANINE Ell.EIHN
'WE WANT TO BE YOUR INSURANCE AGENT'
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Springwood: working for the community
Nestled on four treed and gardened acres just off Mount 
Newton Cross Road is a community within the community.
And like all rural communities where there are chickens to 
feed, eggs to collect, gardens to tend and people to care for, 
Springwood thrives indoors and out year-round.
But compared to an average small acreage, there are several 
major differences at Springwood.
By JEAN KAVANAGH
Review Staff Writer
The first notable contrast is the number of people spread 
throughout the two buildings and around the grounds: 23 
residents and 18 staff keep Springwood going day-to-day.
And the numbers are due to the nature of the community 
which provides group living for the 23 mentally handicapped 
residents.
As the largest adult residential facility in the Capital Region 
Association for the Mentally Handicapped, Springwood sup­
ports a philosophy of utmost normalization within practical 
application, explains Director Ellen Tarshis.
“As much as we can, we try to get out into the community 
for activities and bring members of the community to Spr­
ingwood,” says Tarshis who encourages integrated recreation 
programs, visits to local restaurants and pubs and going out 
to movies and theatre whenever possible.
For 13 years Springwood has been home to mentally han­
dicapped adults 19 years and older, and as adults, Tarshis and 
Assistant Director Irmgard Knudskov believe their clients 
have the right to make their own choices.
“We encourage and help clients plan for their own future 
v/here it’s not us setting goals for them,” says Knudskov.
“We help by making their choices as normal as possible,” 
notes Tarshis, who agrees that while group living with 23 peo­
ple is not completely normal, the stucture at Springwood 
allows for individual choice.
The residential house includes mainly double sleeping 
quarters, a living room and television area ail decorated with 
plants, pictures and prints. Cats curl up on sofas, run around 
the grounds, and household birds also add touches of home.
“We.encourage residents to decorate their rooms for per­
sonal touch, and have regular meetings where clients can 
speak about their situation, their likes and dislikes,” says 
Tarshis.
As part of a non-profit organization, Springwood receives 
funding from the ministry of human resources, the United 
Way and to a great extent depends on private donations and 
volunteer help, the women explain.
“As much as we can, vve try lo get out into the community for 
activities and bring members of the community to 
Springwood. ”
“The community contact is very important. It’s good for 
role-modelling and because the clients are on limited budgets 
we’re always looking for employment opportunities,” says 
Tarshis.
Knudskov also acts as volunteer co-ordinator, and says that 
community support in Brentwood and Central Saanich is 
“wonderful.”
Many Springwood residents work full and part-time in 
local restaurants, bakeries, florists and grocery stores.
Others supplement their income with paper routes and 
housekeeping jobs which vary between weekly and monthly 
work.
“We could fill many more of the housekeeping jobs, both 
with people who can work independently and those who need 
minor supervision,” Knudskov invites.
Clients who work part-time or those who remain at Spr­
ingwood take part in four vocational programs which help 
run the facility.
Kitchen training, janitorial work, gardening and looking 
after Springwood’s 120 chickens, as w-ell as building 
workshops keep residents busy daily from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Weekends provide leisure time, and many people enjoy go­
ing into Victoria on the type of outings which greatly depend 
on volunteer support.
“We like to keep activities in small groups of two or three, 
and really need volunteers for that,” says Tarshis.
One-on-one outings, and training assistance for residents 
who take part in Special Olympics programs are also areas 
which demand volunteer support.
While Springwood is staffed 24 hours a. day, funding cuts 
and freezes have limited the extra activities, says Tarshis.
“In some cases it’s taken creativity to manage,” she con- 
’ firms.
However, selling eggs and an annual massive garage sale 
(for which donations are welcomed) ensure that each resident 
gets away on a yearly vacation.
Very much a part of the normalization philosophy, the 
vacations demand much extra staff work which Tarshis says 
is volunteered in a real spirit of team work.
“Everyone needs a holiday once a year, and the mentally 
handicapped are no different,” says Tarshis.“They work
Russ Townsend checks out the chickens.
hard all year long loo. ’ ’
Recent advertising in all B.C. newspapers by the Commit­
tee for Quality Care has thrown a wave of controversy into 
living situations for the mentally handicapped.
The ads allege the provincial government plans to close in­
stitutions for the mentally handicapped (like Glendale in Vic­
toria) and purports that group home living could be detrimen­
tal to the clients of such institutions.
Tarshis and Knudskov say they support deinstitutionaliza­
tion with proper planning, and believe the ads have promoted 
some inaccuracies.
“The ads were very unfortunate,” says Tarhsis.
“The mentally ill and mentally handicapped were placed 
hand-in-hand, and people need to recognize the differences 
between mental illness and mental handicaps. Public educa­
tion is necessary.”
Noting the danger of ignorance, Knudskov says she enjoys 
seeing people who are not sure what mentally handicapped in­
dividuals are capable of, coming to volunteer or just looking 
around Springwood.
“I also like to .see high school students volunteer, many of 
them are not sure what they want to do, and don’t realize that 
working with the handicapped is a career now.
“It’s good for adolescents to be exposed to those who have 







Wed. & Thurs. Feb. 26th & 27th 8:30-6:30 
Friday, Feb. 28th 8:30-8:00
ALL Saturdays 9:00-4:00
An Autoplan Reminder—
An incorrect rate classification can invalidate your Autoplan insurance. If you 
drive to or from work or school, your vehicle must be insured in rate class 002 
(not 001—pleasure only). Be sure your vehicle is rated in the right classification 
for its use.
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Students travel for Rotary
Three peninsula high school 
students will travel to Ottawa, 
Calgary and Tacoma, 
Washington over the next few 
months on behalf of the Sidney 
Rotary Club.
Winners in the club’s 27th an­
nual “Adventure in Citizen­
ship” speech contest, each par­
ticipant gave a six-minute 
speech on Expo 86.
First place finisher Kim 
Halkett, a grade 11 Claremont 
student, will travel to Ottawa in 
May for a national adventure in 
citizenship.
Grade 12 Stelly’s student Cin­
dy Golin placed second and will 
be the guest of the South 
Calgary Rotary club in August 
for an educational, industrial 
and recreational seminar.







Third spot went to Glynis 
Pope, grade 12 Claremont, and 
she will attend a Rotary youth
leadership assembly at Tacoma 
in March.
Also participating were San­
dra Willbond from Stellys, 
Todd Hudson and Jason Min- 
vielle from Parkland.
The Peninsula Players are 
now in the midst of rehears­
ing for their stage production 
of the play Arsenic and Old 
Lace. Rehearsals are taking 
place at the Central Saanich 
Lions Hall. The Players most 
recent play was Charlie 
Bro w n.
Greater Victoria citizens arc 
invited to walk for peace April 
26, in the fifth annual peace i 
walk organised by the Greater 
Victoria Disarmament Group.
“Moving towards peace” is ' 
the theme of this year’s march, 
and speakers will address both 
local and global implications of 
the arms race and disarmament i 
at a rally following the walk.
As in the past, the walk will 
commence at Centennial
Square, adjacent to Victori.'t ci- walk was endorsed by 9.1 
ty hall, at noon, and wind down organizations and over 400 it)’
Douglas Street to the front lawn dividuals. 
of the provincial legislature for Anyone interested in being <t 
(he afternoon rally. peace-keeper for the day, or
Over 5.0(K) people walked for helping behind the scenes can 
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THE WINNERS OF 
SIDNEY’S SOS DAYS 
FOR JANUARY
C. HUTCHINGS — SIDNEY MEN’S WEAR 
H. TOWLER — TABLEWARE TRENDS
R. CALDER — CHRISTINE LAURENT 
JEWELLERS
D. CLIMIE — SIDNEY PHARMACY
J. MASTERSON — ISLAND FURNITURE 
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J. OLIVIER — HARVEY’S SPORTING GOODS
R. LEVAR — CLASSIC FLOWERS
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WE WILL RESERVE 
BETA And VHS
OVER 1100 MOVIES TO CHOOSE FROM
Landmark Bidg., Sidney
WE’RE INTHE NEIGHBOURHOOD
12 FULLY LICENCED AND EXPERIENCED 
REPRESENTATIVES TO SERVE YOU IN
RENEWALS —VEHICLE TRANSFERS 
— RATE CLASS ADVICE —
An Autoplan reminder—
An incorreci rate classification can invalidate your Autoplan 
insurance. If you drive to or from work or school, your vehicle must 
be insured in rate class 002 (not 001—pleasure only). Be sure your 
vehicle IS rated in the right classification for its use.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE’RE OPEN LATE: 
Thursday, Fob. 27—9 - 7, Friday, Fob. 28—9 - 7 
Saturday, March 1—9 > 6
ANCHOR Insurance Agencies, Ltd.
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Snow stops early planting
Well, that was a bit of a 
shock, wasn’t it?
The snow, I mean, and those 
rotten freezing winds. Those 
poor little crocuses and the tiny 
early irises, are just peeking out 
above the snow, and one of our 
best azaleas looks awfully sick, 
its leaves sort of withered and 
dry.
1 really hope the set-back is 
only temporary, and it probably 
is, but it is maddening to have 
this happen when everything 
was fairly burgeoning with life. 
I’m sure there is a lesson in all 
this if one only stopped to 
figure it all out, but at the mo­
ment I am just a bit sick about 
the damage that is almost cer­
tain to show up v/hen the 
weather moderates.
Had a phone call from a 
friend who said her camellia, 
just about ready to flower, was 
busy shedding buds at a 
frightening pace. After a fair 
amount of palaver on the sub­
ject we decided that it is likely a 
result of the freezing winds 
banging the branches against 
one another, and loosening the 
buds. I often think that camelia 
buds are not really fastened on 
too securely, just sort-of 
balanced on the tips of bran­
ches, and very apt to pop off if 
only brushed against in passing. 
A change in temperature causes 
lots of house-plants to shed 
buds, so perhaps the same is 
true for those growing out­
doors.
This past week our sterling 
fellow, Ron, turned the fall rye 
in. Now when the snow goes I’ll 
sprinkle the beds with some
nitrogen fertilizer to hasten 
decomposition, and put in some 
broad been seeds, and maybe 
plant some early peas, and 
maybe some spinach. I keep 
looking longiingly at those bags 
of fresh spinach in the stores, 
but won’t pay 60 cents for w’hal 
would only amount to a taste 
for each of us. .Anyway, it 
would be silly to buy spinach 
when we still have cabbage, 
leeks, beets, parsnips and 
brussel sprouts out in the 
garden, plus a freezer still fat 
with last year’s produce. Sheer 
greed, that’s all it is!
It is interesting to note that 
on Feb. 8, 1983 we had some 
daffodils flowering on the 
south-side of the house, and in 
1984, on Feb. 16, I was busy 
pricking out the growing tips of 
both the sweet peas and broad 
beans planted in soup tins in the 
greenhouse. Obviously I rriust 
have got going earlier than I’ve 
managed this year, but I think if 
I pre-sprout the peas and broad 
bean seeds I won’t bother with 
planting them in tins, just plan­
ting them outside in the garden 
as soon as they show signs of 
roots.
The reason that this early 
planting is possible is that we 
have raised beds, which means 
that they drain faster, and heat 
up more quickly. Another thing 
that appeals to me is putting 
plastic cloches over the 
strawberry beds, to encourage 
earlier blossoming. I have a 
hanging basket in the 
greenhouse planted with five 
small strawberry plants, and 
they certainly look much livlier
than those poor little brutes out 
in the cold hard ground. The 
strawberry beds really do look 
dreadful, with very little sign of 
life, and masses of dead leaves 
still firmly attached to the 
parent plants. These will 
hopefully all be removed as 
soon as the weather warms up 
enough to allow me to squat out 
there and clip them off with the 
scissors.
I have finished clipping back 
the pyracantha which had made 
fantastic growth over last sum­
mer. This turned out to be more 
difficult than I had hoped. 
“Himself” gave me an im­
pressive set of “loppers” for 
Christmas, actually larger and 
stronger than I had expected 
he’d buy, and so heavy I am go­
ing to have to join a class of 
weight lifters if I am going to be 
able to use them without killing 
myself off entirely. Pruning 
pyracantha is a mean job at the 
best of times . . . those thorns 
are dramatically large and very 
sharp, so I approached the job 
with some caution. One really 
large stalk proved almost im­
possible to sever, especially 
since I had the loppers held 
higher than my shoulders. I ap­
plied all my strength, the branch 
gave way, but when it did I hit 
rhyself a right smart blow on 
either side of my forehead. I 
must have stood there for five 
minutes with my eyes crossed, 
too stunned to move, and too 
ashamed of my stupidity to 
scream for help. They say most 
accidents happen around the 
house, and I can certainly see 
why.
The Saanich District Youth Choir shows-off the plaque that will identify them at Expo, 
presented by the district 63 school board. The choir will entertain Expo crowds May 22 at the 
Plaza of Na tions and in the B. C. pa vilion.
Famine still a concern
African famine continues lo 
claim victims at an appalling 
rate despite the best efforts of 
aid agencies, Oxfam-Canada 
reports.
“There is no doubt that the 
response of the Canadian peo­
ple to the famine has been 
tremendous, but now' that the 
headlines have passed, there is a 
danger that African famine will 
only be of passing concern,” 
says Oxfam-Victoria co­
ordinator John Graham.
In areas where Oxfam- 
Canada is most active. Nor­
thern Ethiopia and Mozambi­
que, warfare complicates the 
problems of drought and under­
development, Graham notes.
“If a lasting solution to the 
problem is to be found, \ye must 
acknowledge that the fight 
against famine involves more 
than sending emergency relief.”
Long-term development pro­
jects are a must, says Graham.
He said research into the root 
causes of hunger, chronic 
under-development and the 
misdirection of international 
and African domestic policies 
must also be addressed.
Oxfam’s new Victoria office, 
317-620 View Street, is open to 
provide an education outreach 
on issues of hunger, 
underdevelopment and change. 




“Be Prepared” is the motto 
of Scouts and Guides the world 
over. But no where was this 
statement more evident, than at 
the 12th annual Thinking Day 
flag raising for Woodwyn 
district on Feb. 16.
Brownies, Beavers, Guides, 
Cubs, Scouts and Pathfinders 
marched in fine form through 
an unexpected mid-February 
snow storm from Central 
Saanich Municipal Hall to St. 
Mary’s Church, for a service
commemorating Lord and Lady 
Baden-Powell’s birthdays and 
the founding of Scouting and 
Guiding world-wide.
Accompanying the march to 
St. Mary’s was the energetic 
pipe band from the Camp 
Balgownie Pipers, complete 
with kilts and bare knees brav­
ing the cold.
After a service conducted by 
Rev. Patrick Cutts, the young 
people participated in a camp­
fire, followed by birthday cake 
and hot chocolate served by the 
Girl Guide Parent Group.
Learn how 
to write
So you want to know how to 
get into the writing business?
The Federation of B.C. 
writers will offer a seminar 
April 19 instructing people on 
how to “crack the freelance 
market” and use word- 
processors in their writing.
Veteran writers Win and Ar­
thur Mayse will explain how to 
successfully sell short-stories, 
books, screen plays and news 
stories.
Information is available from 







SAT., MARCH 1 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
CELEBRATE OUR . . .
2nd ANNIVERSARY
FREE WEIGHT ROOIW WORKOUTS ALL DAY! 
FREE AEROBIC CLASSES 10:00 AM & 1:00 PM! 
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I have questioned many of our friends here; few have seen a 
Wilson’s or common snipe. To those who would like to see 
one of these interesting birds at close range, 1 would suggest 
that they drive along the Pat Bay Highway to Island View 
Road. Turn east and then park on the north side of Island 
View — almost directly across from the building erected by 
Saanwood Farms. Immediately to then north stretches a low- 
lying patch of v/et land, luscious green at base but studded 
with the tall yellow stems of weeds and last year’s grass. Study 
the area closely with your field glasses. Mallards are feeding 
there in numbers but with patience you should soon spot the 
odd, much smaller snipe. They move very little but spend 
most of their time probing deep into the soft soil.
“They’re feeding, aren’t they,” .Mary suggested, focusing 
her binocs.
“You bet they are. Perfect spot for them.”
“Look at that fellow over to the right! He is right down to 
his eyes!” Mary exclaimed. “Can they really tell what’s down 
there? 1 mean how can they tell the difference between a root 
and a worm? Or a pebble and a snail or beetle?”
“They have tiny pores at the end of that long beak and 
nerve endings just inside. They’re sensors.”
“I just saw that one swallow! And he didn’t even pull his 
beak out of the mud first. He must be able to tell when he has 
found something edible all right!”
As we watched, the snipe suddenly ceased all action and 
froze.
Looking up, we saw a red-tailed hawk soaring over.
“He must have seen the hawk,” Mary guessed. “No 
wonder, look how close to the top of his head the eyes are. He 
must be able to see in nearly all directions. ”
“Yes, he has a very wide field of vision. And you can see 
how important that is when you think of his feeding 
behaviour. Pretty hard for a predator to approach without 
being .seen.”
“Yes, and look how his coloration helps, too,” Mary said. 
“Those pale stripes down his head and back must look very 
much like dead prostrate stems from above.”
“And the genral color of the bird is mighty good 
camouflage, too.”
“What I like most about them,” continued Mary, “is that 
marvellous sound the males make when they are courting.”
“You mean the ‘who . . who . . .who’ winnowing sound 
when they are circling high above? ”
“Yes, don’t they make it with the wings and tail? It’s not a 
vocalization like the song of a robin is it?”
“No, it isn’t vocal. So far as is known, the original sounds 
are made by the rapid vibration of two outer stiff tail 
feathers. Then these sounds are modified by the pumping 
wings. Anyway, the sounds that we hear are synchronized
Common Wilson snipe
with the wingbeats but those tail feathers do the vibrating. 
Something like a guitar string when it is plucked.”
“Then when he’s finished winnowing for awhile, he drops 
straight down to a point near the nesting site, right?”
“Right.” We got out of the car, closing the doors quietly, 
and inched slowly towards the edge of the road to get a close 
view. Suddenly a bird exploded into the air just ahead with a 
coarse “scaip! . . .scalp!” and shot swiftly away, twisting er­
ratically as he went.
“Snipe!” cried Mary. “I didn’t even see him until he got 
up. I must have jumped a foot!”
“Good thing your rubber boots went with you. You’re 
standing in a big puddle.”
Peninsula peace g rou p
If peace is subversive, in god’s 
name what is war? — Margaret 
Laurence (from the NFB film 
‘Speaking our Peace’)
In four years, the strength 
and committment of 40 penin­
sula residents has transformed 
Sidney and North Saanich into 
nuclear-free zones.
Central Saanich is next on 
their list.
Judging from the enthusiasm 
and future plans of the Penin­
sula Disarmament Group, it ap­
pears peace is becoming a 
growing concern on the penin­
sula.
The group was formed in 
1982 when concerned in­
dividuals contacted the Greater 
Victoria Disarmament Group 
(GVDG) for information about 
activities on the peninsula.
Through an exchange of 
names and numerous telephone 
calls, the Peninsula Disarma­
ment Group (PDG) was born, 
and joined some 30 other peace- 
oriented activist groups bn Van­
couver Island.
Door-to-door campaigning 
for the 1982 municipal referen­
dum on nuclear-free zones 
resulted in nearly 80 per cent of 
peninsula residents voting in 
favor of nuclear-free status.
North Saanich council was 
the first local municipality to 
declare itself nuclear-free in 
November 1984. Sidney follow­
ed suit in June 1985, but Central 
Saanich has not been receptive 
to the idea.
“Central Saanich is not yet 
nuclear-free, but we’re going 
back again, we won’t give up,” 
group member Helen Anderson 
said.
While members do not attend 
the monthly group meetings in 
full force, a group of 15 to 20 
meets on the .second Tuesday of 
each month at the Sidney-North 
Saanich library.
Films (like the recently shown 
NFB award-winner ‘Speaking 
our Peace’), guc.st-speakers, 
di.scussions and planning oc­
cupy the monthly .sessions, to 
which new members are always 
welcome.
Pot-luck dinners, social even­
ings, a monthly newsletter and 
organised campaigns also bring 
members together throughout 
the year.
“We focus on local political 
action and contact other Island 
peace groups to help one 
another with major issues,” ex­
plained Pauline Floldstock.
Representation at national 
peace conferences and cor­
respondence with peace groups 
across the country and around 
the world, are also major 
focuses of the PDG.
The Nanoose Conversion 
Campaign, making contact in 
the community and the .schools 
and petitioning for Central 
Saanich to become nuclear-free 
have been major recent focuses 
says Ann Gower.
Letter-writing blitze.s to pro­
vincial and federal politicians, 
especially local repre.semaiivcs, 
is another major activity and is 
something anyone can do, the 
group advocate.s.
“We had a letter-writing 
workshop last year and it prov­
ed quite effective. We write to 
politicians often and encourage 
that type of activity to educate 
the politicians and make them 
aware of our position,” 
Holdstock said.’
Like all peace groups, the 
PDG goal is to end wasteful 
military spending and guarantee 
the safety of the planet through 
nuclear disarmament.
Gower notes the group hopes 
to addre,ss all issues, not just 
disarmament, and bring them 
under one umbrella.
“Underwater submarine 
testing, radio communication 
satellites, and the link between 
the demise of social issues with 
the amount of money spent on 
nuclear arms are all frightening 
and dangerous i.ssues she says.
“There’s still a lot of work to 
be done,” Holdstock admits.
“It’s quite amazing .some of 
the attitudes that still prevail.”
Anyone who is interested in 
joining the PDG or who would 
like more information may call 
Ann Gower 656-5457, or Dave 
Whiihead 652-408.3.
ARE YOU MISSING IMPORTANT CALLS?
Sidney Answering service offers a 
Personalized Service, 24 hours a day. 
REMEMBER, missed caISs cost money! 





DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 
COMMUNITY PLAN BY-LAW NO. 494 
ZONINC BY-LAW NO. 495
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that all persons who believe that their 
interest in property may be affected by the following By-laws will 
be afforded a reasonable opportunity to be heard or to present 
written submissions respecting matters contained therein at a 
PUBLIC HEARING to be held at the Royal Canadian Legion Hall, 
Saanich Peninsula Branch No. 37, 1660 Mills Road, North 
Saanich, B.C., on Thursday, March 6,1986 at 7:30 P.M.
COMMUNITY PLAN BY-LAW NO. 494
(a)
The purpose of this By-law is to repeal By-law No. 487 being 
"District of North Saanich Community Plan By-law (1983) Amend­
ment By-law No. 1 (1985)”. By-law No. 494 would have the effect 
of deleting the following from the District of North Saanich Official 
Community Plan:
“Objective 7.1.6 (Agriculture). To support Non-agricultural 
use of A.L.R. land only where the non-agricuitural use is fully 
compatible with the adjacent agricultural uses.
"Policy 7.2.7 (Agriculture. Residential uses of A.L.R. land 
would only be permitted on non-arable land and where the 
residential development would be fully compatible with the ad­
jacent agricultural uses by requiring iow densities of one unit 
per 0.4 hectare (1 acre), by a minimum setback of 75 metres 
(246 feet) from adjacent boundaries and by controlling the ar­
chitectural, landscaping and servicing designs through a 
Restrictive Covenant."
(b)
The land deemed to be affected is all land located within the 
Agricultural Land Reserve established under the Agricultural 
Land Commission Act.
2CNING BY-LAW NC. 495
The purpose of this By-law is to repeal By-law No. 488 being 
"District of North Saanich Zoning By-law No. 464 (1983), 
Amendment By-law (1985) No. 1". By-law No. 495 would have 
the effect of deleting the "RM-1 Residential Multiple" zone 
and all related regulations. This By-law would have the effect 
of re-zoning the properties described as:
"First, all of Lot 2, Section 18. Range 1 West, North 
Saanich District, Plan 37570.
Second, all that part of Section 18, Range 1 East, North 
Saanich DistricMying east of , the easterly boundary, of 
■ Lot 2, plan 37570 and described as follows: ;
Commencing at rthe’northeast corner of Lot 2, Plan 
37570; thence proceeding in an easterly direction along; 
the southerly boundary of Wain Road a distance of 
1,336.26 feet; thence in a line southwesterly to' its in­
tersection with the southerly boundary of the aforemen­
tioned Section 18 to a point 60 feet east of the 
southeast corner of the aforementioned Lot 2, Plan 
37570; thence in a westerly direction to the southeast 
corner of the aforesaid Lot 2, Plan 37570; thence in a 
northerly direction to the point of commencement."
from RM-1 Residential Multiple Zone to A-1 Rural Zone.
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Copies of the above proposed By !av,'s and other relevant inlonna- 
tion and reports may be Inspected at thra North Saanich Municipal 
Hall, 4620 Mills Road, North Saanich, B C. between the hours of 
8:30 A.M, and4;30 P,M. on any day the Municipal Hall is open for 
business prior lo the Hearing.
February 12. 1986
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Egyptian sojourn fascinating journey
The journey up the Nile has 
fascinated travelers for cen­
turies and Willi,anri Golding, im­
mersed in the literature and 
romance of intrepid explorers 
and scholars, came to the great 
trip lively and excited.
He and his wife endured the 
vexations of the land, and the 
wayward amiabili ty of his crew, 
and found the journey vastly 
different than he had imagined 
it would be, but challenging in 
every respect.
Renting an ancient cabin 
cruiser and hiring a crew of five 
in Cairo, Golding soon found 
what would be the real fascina­
tion of his Egyptian sojourn:
GRE.AJr READING
.J
not the usual tourist attractions, 
but the subtelties of the land, 
the water and the people. The 
traffic on the river and its 
changeable nature, the mists at 
dawn, the haphazard life on 
board', the breakdowns and the 
irrationalities form a pattern of 
life tltat, in his retelling, in­
sidiously enthralls.
Despite his reservations about 
his ‘shyness’ and the psychic 
distance in time and spirit bet­
ween himself, an aging upper- 
class Englishman speaking no 
Arabic, and the Egyptians, the 
minutiae of his days have a 
soothing charm.
There is a simple and reassur­
ing lilt to his writing in which 
the relationships of the travelers 
to one another and the ancient 
culture are riveting in a way that 
is profound yet without 
pretense.
The ruins and the papyri 
writers are blended into the 
author’s historic lore until the 
reader is brought to a reality 
quite different from that ex- 
.perienced by tourists on the lux­
ury craft that ply the Nile.
Haunting, wise and frank, 
AN EGYPTIAN JOURNAL is 
now available from either the 
Sidney-North Saanich Branch 
or the Central Saanich Branch 
of the Regional Library.
VACUUM PROBLEMS?
CALL ON SIDNEYS VACUUM SPECIALISTS!!
• VACUUMTUNEUP®14.95 piu.p.m.
• EASY-FLO BUILT-IN VACUUIVl SYSTEMS
• ELECTROLUX WITH
POWPR HFAD sy/iQoo
• HOOVER WITH POWER HEAD. 75°°
• LARGE SELECTION OF BAGS-BELTS-PARTS
BURNSIDE VACUUSyi REBUILDERS
101-2527 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY PH: 656-3351
JOSH
(Previously of Master Scissors) 
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The Pacific islanders 
Pathfinder Club of the 
Resthaven Seventh-da y Adven­
tist church was pleased to have 
its inaugural meeting F eb. 12 at 
the Seventh-day A dventist 
school.
A special treat was waiting 
for the 17 children and their 
leaders.
Two peninsula residents 
brought their pet hawks for the 
children to see, touch and learn 
about.
One of the aims of the 
pathfinder club is to t each 
members about nature so Uhey 
may earn nature badges.
Mark Remmer, a grade nine 
student at Parklands Sch ool 
brought “Harry” for all to se e.
Harry is a Harris hawk whose 
breed originates in Mexico.
However, Harry was hatched 
at a breeding project o,n 
Gabriola Island. Harris hawk s 
have become quite popular iiv 
recent years as they are more ef­
ficient than other hawks.
This hawk weighs about 1 '/^ 
pounds and could live up to 20 
years.
Harry is now nine monilts 
old. arid has been trained to 
Itunt crow.s and rabbits. A 
loveable pet, Mark says Harry 
follows hinv atoiind almost like
.'adog.
Mark let Harry fly around the 
g>TO and return to his arm much 
to the delight of all present.
Kim Hodson and his 
dau^ters Brigette and SteffaLnie 
from Royal Oak brought 
“Peeper” their Red-tailed 
hawk.
Red-tails are the most abun­
dant 'hawks in North America 
and are native to this area.
Peeper is much larger , than 
Harry and weighs three pounds. 
She has a 2'/2 to three-foot wing 
span and a lifespan of 12 to 1.5 
years.
Red-tails fly great distances, 
and may not return to their 
trainer unless hungry.
In this respect even though 
they are magnificent birds they 
are harder to train than the 
small Harris Hawks.
Both birds were so tame that 
the petting and ruffling by 
many excited chldren (and a few 
excited adults too) did not seem 
to bother them.
The hesitation at first, 
especially of the smaller 
children, soon changed to glee 
as Harry was allowed to sit on 
their arms.
Pathfinder clubs are a world­
wide youth organization of the 
,‘.k*venth-day Adcnlisl church. 
I n addition to nature study, 
crafts are taught.
Basketball provided most of 
the highlights this past week at 
Stelly’s with our senior girls and 
boys teams participating in the 
Island A tournament.
The girls team, coached by 
Dee Freethy, finished a strong 
fourth with Kelly Mahon named 
to the first all-star team and 
Lisa Banfield named to the se­
cond all-stars.
After beating Qualicum 42-26 
on Thursday, the girls were 
turned back 47-45 in a heart­
breaking semi-final loss to 
Ladysmith. The girls are sure to 
be rated number one next year 
as most of the team, including 
Kelly, Lisa and sparkplug Shan­
non Brooks are returning.
Good luck to coach Freethy 
and these three girls at the 
South vs. North all-star game 
on March 15.
The senior boys finished a 
very successful season with a 
strong, but disappointing, 
Island tourney.
Despite losing star Gar Purdy 
to an ankle injury early in the 
first game, the boys played 
strong ball before being 
eliminated by a one-point loss 
on Thursday, and two-point fall 
Friday.
Congratulations to coach 
Dave Tooby and ail the boys.
Grade 12 students are busy 
preparing for English placement 
exams in March as more than 40 
students begin the journey to 
post-secondary pursuits.
Steily’s welcomes this week 
Mr. Ted Sawicki who will teach 
math, science and p.e. on a 
“long-term relief” basis. He 
comes in as part of the ad­
ministrative restructure which 
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Meet Mr. Briden our computer 
rep. every Saturday or by 
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‘CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
‘CHICKEN FRIED RICE 
‘SWEET & SOUR BONELESS 
PORK AND PRAWNS 
*TE.A OR COFFEE
FAMILY DINNER
‘BEEF CHOP 8UEY 
•CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
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With $50 In Special 
Cash Register Tapes
Impressions by Daniele combines the beautitul glaze of (me china wilti the 
durability of genuine stoneware for a look you'!! treasure tor years to come. 
Each gracefully designed piece is elegant enough for foimal entertaining 
yet practical enough for everyday. You'll love tire simply charming 
paflerns.And you II love the convenience of genuine stoneware: It 
goes safely from freezer to oven to table, and into the dishwaslrer 
and microwave. Our exclusive plan makes it easy for you to enpy 
the elegance of Impressiorrs on your table!
/ h' - i/ ^ . ....... .......I t, fi . Ŵ:
\ . rx. ,4
-fer: V,' X ^ ^
I ^ \
Coordinating Accessories Are Also On Sale... 
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START BUILDING YOUR 
: . NEW STONEWARE 
.^IGpLLEgriON today.’
BfeWaMCgM
OUR TAPE SAVER PLAN 
!S EASY AS 1,2,3...
I. ^HOP* with US each week. This exclusive 
oTier ts only one o< the many values you‘!i lind in 
our stores
9 ^AVFv_7nkif yQ^r special cash regisler tapes m 
the convenient tape saver envelopes we have 
providers.
3*1 C-'C3L-.LE-C^nryour 5‘pc. place Benina 
(in the pattern ol your choice) tor only $4.99 when 
you have accumulaleo $5C in special cash registor 
tapes. Or, purchase your place setting pieces 
separately without tapes: Dinner Ptates are only ; 
$2.79 each: Cups $1.99 each; Saucers. Dessert. 
Dtshes isnd Bread & Butter Plates' ST.49 each. 
Eiihei way, it s still a bargain when corripared lo 
Department sloie prices.
Collect as many place 
settings as you like, 
then complete your 
new tablesetting with 
these low cost 
accessory items, also 
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The next best 
thing to eating 






The annual general meeting 
and election of officers of the 
Army, Navy & Air Force 
Veterans in Canada, Sidney 
Unit 302, was held on Jan. 19 
and the ladies auxiliary meeting 
and election was on Jan. 12.
A full house of members, 
guests and invited visitors at­
tended the installation of the 
new presidents and officers. Im­
mediate past president, Rene 
Gagnon introduced the follow­
ing guests; Dominion Com­
mand Vice-President George 
Campbell and wife Margaret, 
honorary provincial President 
Harry Tate and wife May, pro­
vincial vice-presidents Gene 
Clark and Bert Prichard and his
wife Marion, Jim Taylor of 
Steveston Unit 284 and Royal 
Canadian Legion, Saanich 
Peninsula branch 37 President 
‘Aussie’ Gronow and wife 
Peggy.
Comrade Clark then proceed­
ed with the installation of the 
incoming officers for 1986, who 
were brought forward by 
Sergeant-at-Arms George 
Wood. Installed were President 
Roy Smith, first and second 
vice-presidents Rod ‘Soup’ 
Campbell and Fred Reade, and 
executive members Willie Allen, 
George Christie, Dennis 
Gabriel, Brian Stead and Gor­
don Walker.
Then, the ladies auxiliary im-
The number of child deaths 
and injuries from fire could be 
lowered if fewer children were 
to dress in loose, flowing bed­
time clothing, a Manitoba 
researcher says.
With the exception of car ac­
cidents, fire i.s the number one 
killer of Canadian children one 
to four years old and the second 
leading cause of death in 
children five to 14 years of age. 
Among the most severe arc 
burns caused when a child’s 
clothing catches fire.
Dr. Richard Standwick, of 
the University of Manitoba’s 
Department of Social and 
Preventive Medicine, surveyed 
13 university-affiliated pediatric 
centres’ records on childhood 
burn cases, excluding such 
things as car and house fires.
Looking at figures on 
clothing burns, he found iliat 
loose and flowing sleepwear for 
girls and boys is most often 
associated with .suffering and 
death due to fire.
Loose, flowing garments arc 
more dangerous than snug
clothes because they are more 
likely to swing away from the 
wearer and come in contact with 
an ignition source, such as a 
stove element or an open 
fireplace, Stanwick says. Loose 
clothes are also more likely to 
‘catch’ if a child plays with mat­
ches or a lighter, he says.
To compound the problem, 
loose garments allow a generous 
flow of oxygen to swirl around 
both sides of tne material and 
feed a fire, making it more ex­
tensive and intense.
In Austria, it is mandatory 
that children’s sleepwear be 
designed to fit snugly around 
the body, .Stanwick says.
Other studies show that cot­
ton is the most flammable type 
of fabric. Indeed, it has been 
abandoned as a material for 
sleepwear in some countries.
On the other hand, nylon, 
wool, .silk and polyester are 
naturally the most flame- 
resistant of common clothing 
fabrics,
A Canadian Science News 
feature.
mediate past president Ann 
Wood introduced South Van­
couver Unit 26 past president 
Cy Morton and wife Carol, who 
is a ladies auxiliary provincial 
command vice-president. Com­
rade Carol Morton then con­
ducted the installation 
ceremony for the incoming 
ladies for 1986, who were 
brought forward by Sergeant- 
at-Arms Jackie Elliot, as 
follows; President Helen Reade, 
first and second vice-presidents 
Thresa Lovell and Anna Lee, 
Secretary Shirley Pearce, 
Treasurer Pauline Stead, and 
executive members . Diane 
Crawford, Peggy Gagnon, Joan 
Pearson and Michelle 
Raweliffe.
The new and past presidents 
Helen Reade and Ann Wood ex­
changed past president’s and 
president’s pins and Wood was 
presented with her past presi­
dent’s scroll.
A long established tradition 
at Unit 302 has been the awar­
ding of the Earl Grant trophy 
for member of the year; this 
member being chosen ’oy a selec­
tion committee of five previous 
recipients who check over 
nominations by members.
The winner of the trophy for 
1985 was Peggy Gagnon and the 
presentation was made to her by 
visiting Dominion Command 
Vice-President George Camp­
bell.
This concluded the 
ceremonies and for the rest of 
the afternoon members and 
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Deadline for Community 
Calendar entries is 5 p.m. 
Friday of the week before 
you wish the information to 
appear.
Save the Children, group 
meets on second and fourth 
Wednesdays, 2 p.m., St. An­
drew’s Church, 4th St. Info 
656-4420.
% >|i
Legion Branch 37, Mills Rd.,
bingo Fridays, 6 p.m.
♦ ♦
Knights of Pythias, 4th St., 
paper bingo, every Thurs­
day, 6;30 p.m.
•!> 41 «
Peninsula Diabetes Auxiliary 
meets second Wednesday 
each month, 7 p.m., Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
^ m Ms
St. Vincent de Paul Social 
Concern Office donates food 
hampers to over 1,600 people 
a month. Fresh fruit and 
vegetable donations v/ould 
be appreciated. For pickup 
call 382-3213 or drop off at 
840 View St., Victoria.
^ Mt Ms
Saanich Peninsula 




International folk dancing, 
Brentwood Elementary 
School, Tuesdays, 7:30-10 
p.m. Special instruction for 
beginners. Info 652-1331.
Mi Ms Ms
Sidney and Saanich Penin­
sula Garden Club meets third 
Monday each month, 
Margaret Vaughn-Birch 
Hall, 7:30 p.m. Info 656- 
9852.
♦ ★ +
Peninsula Singers meet 
Tuesdays, Legion Hall, Mills 
Rd., 7:30-9:30 p.m. Info 
656-5301.
■ * Ms Ms .
Sidney Spinning Group 
meets Wednesdays. Info 656-
4201..,:,,v
Friendship Hours every 
Tuesday, St. Elizabeths, 
10030 3rd St., 11:30 a.m. to 1 
p.m. Lunch.
St. John Ambulance Saanich 
Peninsula Brigade meets two 
Mondays a month. 
Volunteers and trainees 
welcome. Info 388-5505.
Central Saanich Business 
Association meeting March 
3. info. Fran Spooner, 6.52- 
5612.
cemuntuMy-^
Teens! Hear an Alateen 
speaker at STAG Clubhouse, 
2304 Oakvilled St., Wednes­
day, Feb. 26 (tonight) from 
7-9:30 p.m. Speaker will talk 
abou teenage alcoholism 
and ways of dealing with 
alcoholic parents. All teens 
welcome.
Income Tax Assistance is 
now available. Call 656-0134 
and a trained volunteer in 
your area wil assist you. 
Available free lo those on 
limited income, handicapped 
allowance or new Canadians.
Volunteers Required - The 
Peninsula Old and New shop 
(Brentwood) requires shop 
volunteers. Training provid­
ed. Special need for Satur­
days. Call 656-0134 or 652- 
6282 for info. This shop, 
located in Brentwood Centre 
is filled with new stock and is 
open Monday to Saturday 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS! 
Annual Sidney Teen Activity 
Group book sale at the Col­
lectibles Show and Sale, 
March 29, Sanscha hall. 
Books of all types gratefully 
received or picked up for this 
yearly fundraiser. Info, 
STAG 6 5 6 - 9 1 3 4.
Hawaiian Dinner: March 22, 
Knights of Pythias Hall, 7 
p.m. STAG benefit featuring 
hors’d’oevres, dinner and 
dancing, complementary leis, 
dress Hawaiian of casual, 
cocktail bar. 656-1015 for 
tickets.
Cable 10 up-to-date series on 
PCA services will be shown 
soon on cable 10, watch for 
details.
Ride to Jubilee Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday to be 
in by 8:30 a.m. required by 
Brentwood resident. Mileage 
allowance provided. Call 
656-0134 for info.
* * *
Wanted: Women Floor 
Hockey players interested in 
league play. Call Susan at 
386-7945 for info.
Discovery ITC Club 
(Toastmistresses) meets se­
cond and fourth Thursdays, 
Shady Creek United Church.
Info 652-2584.
« «
Arbutus Smocking Arts meet 
monthly to share interest in 
English smocking. Beginners 
welcome. Workshops. Info 
656-4277.
Mt M m
Central Saanich Boys’ and 
Girls’ Club offers quality 
afternoon and evening pro­
grams for young people ages 
6-17. Info Rhonda 652-3021, 
383-1101.
Mi Ms Ms
Biology lecture: Deep Hot 
Springs and Strange Animal 
Life in B.C. Waters, Dr. 
Verena Tunnicliffe. Univer­
sity of Victoria, March 3, 
8:15 p.m. Room 159Begbie.
Do you want to lose 
those extra pounds before 
summer? Join T.O.P.S. 
(Take Off Pounds Sensibly). 
Group meets Monday morn­
ings in Sidney. For more info 
call 656-3606 or 656-2654.
FAMOUS CHARBROILED 
STEAKS
NOW OPEN 8 AM
IN THE BEACON PIAZA MALL 
2321 Beacon Avo. Sidney
656-4822
T J




TAKE OUTS 6RB.559e-7 
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Early Evening DINNER SPECIAL 
«;.TlO-B;OOMon,-Frl.
Lunch & Dinner Dally 
Sunday Brunch 11:30-1;I0 
7172 Bfcnhvood Bay 
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COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT
474-1211
JENNER CHEV OLDS 1730 ISLAND HWY,.
CLASSIFIED 
INDEX
25 Accounting Services 
30 Appliance Services 
103 Autobody Repairs 
100 Autcmitive 
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Beauty Salons 
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materiais 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks 
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services 









142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat S Produce 
19 Help Wanted 
KO In Memoriam 
60 Janitor Sennces 
205 Legal Notices 
150 L(k1 & Found
36 Masoniy
120 Misceiianeous For Sale
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes
101 Motorcycles 
63 Moving & Storage 
62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
160 Personals 
144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Plumbing & Heating
212 Reai Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted 
105 Recreation Vehicles
72 Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
80 Sgns
85 Small Engine Sennce
126 Toys
88 Tree Services 
'^90 T.V. arul Stereo * ' ^ 
■;95 Watch'Repairs= v •
185 Weddings 






Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-,1151.
NOTICE OF COPYRIGiTr™"
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd , provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only of 
any such advertisement con­
sisting ol illustrations, 
borders, signatures or similar 
components which is or ate,
. supplirjd in fini5hi.^d form to 
Island r'ublishers Ltd 
operating as the Review by 
tho advertiser and In­
corporated in said advertise­
ment shall remain in and 
belong to tho adverHser 
WARNING
No material covered under 
tho copyrighT outlined above 
may be used without tho writ- 
len permission ol Island 
Publishers Ltd,




OlttasifldRalo: Ist inGriilioiv— 
15c a word,,minimum charge 
$2.00 2nd anri subsequent 
insertion 10c a word pet in­
sertion, minimum charge 
$1.35.. Charge , orders by 
phorte add Si SO per aid 
Box number $2.00 pat ad.
SAVE 1IME ANO MDNf-: V ’ 
ud iw V071' f-r
SUDGCniPTtON BATES;,';/ 
Annual 













Church Service and 
Sunday School 
9838 > 4th Street
All Welcome
384-5734
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Cameiion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Coll 388-6278 anytime, if no 
answer please leave nome ond phorre 
number. t1
FULL AND PART-TIME commissioned 
soles position available in your 
neighbourhood. 381 -3545^09
JOB SEARCH professionol, technical 
and managerial personnel. Goal set­
ting, resumes, interview skills, etc. 
limited enrollment 656-9490 9 a.m.-12 
noon weekdays. 10
ACCOUNTANT WITH MANY YEARS ex­
perience. very knowledgeable. New to 
area. Specioliies in small businesses, 
personol income tax, finonciol 
statements ond tax counselling. Dis­
count for Seniors coll 652-0024._____ 1j4
ENGLANI^FENCING and roof repairs. 




•Brick *81006 ®Marble 
Custom fireplaces 















E. Kratofil - Pastor 
477-8527 652-2723
WELCOME 
THE WEED MAN lowncore service re­
quire opplicotor, must hove drivers
HOUSE CLEANING fast, efficient, 
friendly teoms. dedicated to the busy 
home DiRTAWAY. 652-0644 complemn- 
tory roses^] 3
GREENHOUSES, garden sheds, car­
ports. garages, playhouses and 
covered sond boxes. Certified 
corpenter. Reasonable rotes. 652- 
4609. 10




- ! ' V V-L,. -Ol'
PLASTERING & STUCCO 
DRYWALL & PAINTING 
RE-TEXING CEILING 
& OUTSIDE OF HOUSE
















10030 Third St., Sidney
5:00 pm................. Saturday Mass
10:30am _ ___ ... .Sunday Mass
Phone 652-1909 










® Annual Program 









8:15 am........... . Holy Communion
10:00 am........Choral Communion
Youth Club. S School 
Nursery
7:00 pm .... LENTEN EVENSONG 
at ST, DUNSTAN’S 
Gordon Head
Rev. Robert Sansom 





7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)






9908-4th St., Sidney 
SUNDAY
10:30 am      . Family Worship
and Sunday School
7:30 pm ,. ,. Hortie SiLidy Groups
Further Information 
Panflor Ron Froomnn 
656-9957.
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates.
Coll 656-5382 ofter 5 p.m.H 
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $15.00. Outside or inside 
windows. ^ •
YOUNG MAN WITH TRUCK will do 
gardening, clean-up, roofing and 
general home maintenonce. Also leaf 
roking. Wood splitting, snow shovell- 
ing. 652-5020.H
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688.  tf
cleanups' HAULING, bsmts, attics,
yards, ceilings, walls, windows, in­
doors/out, eavetroughs. pointing or 
any job you don't find time to do. 652- 
0722. Reasonable rotes. 17
CABINET MAKER, antique restoration, 
custome furniturue, cobinets, wood­
work. Traditional quality and techni­
ques. Coll Rene Grouix. 656-91^^^7? 
SEWING REPAIRS pick-up and delivery 
avaliabie. Cindv 656-9962 after S p.m.
■ 09 .
AUTO REPAIRS, tune-ups, brakes, oil 
changes, etc. Quality work, 
reasonable, , O.A.P. discount. John.
. 656-9962..2.?
DRYWALL HAND TAPING for hire, no 
job too small. Sydney Boyd’s Handtap- 
ing, 656-4559^^^
UNEMPLOYED YOUNG MAN willing to 
do landscaping and yard upkeep. 
Dependable. Reasonable rates. Phone 
Poul 656-1087.09 
EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER will do 
cleaning, cooking, will do grocery 
shopping, tronsportotion etc. 656- 
8682. 14
COMPLETE CAR Q EANERS inside and 
out. vinyl treatment & shampooing & 
car wax, $35,00. You will be satisfied!
965 Domelort V<loy_^ 652-5520.____ 10
FLEXmLE RELIABLE hard, vvorking, ri/s 
typist (qualified word processor) seek­
ing f/t or p/1 prmonent office work. 
Leorns quickly. Potti. 6S6-0062. 09
LAWN AND GARDEN, maintenance 
houl awoys, rock walls, pruning. Gut­
ters, also povYorwash ovoiloble, etc.
John ^6693;_______ ;____   JJ
RESlbENIAL SERVIci, speciolT/eTn Vock 
work, cantrolo driveways, brick and 
block rnosonry. Very competitive. In­
quire 656-4264 after 5 p.rn,  tf
SAANICH ...~
sperlol care In your hamn for th«5 
elderly ond (tick. Some nursing ox- 
perlonce. By hour or day . 656 -9507^ 09 
DEEP COVE man ond */« ton truck for 
any lype of houl-owoy or move. 
Specialty chain saw work ony find, 
Windows, guttorc, roofs cloonod. 
House, yord and garden mointenonco 
Phono Malcolm 656-9312. Il
wiu DO ttKAN-lip, gordtming, shoel 
metal, roollng, ony B«n»rcii house 
moiritenonce, DA.N 656'6071, SIMON 
'656.0193," __ ^ I!
. E X P i: wTi N C E b"..nanny ' it i g it l y ,











25 years experience 
Residential, industrial 
Commercial
Rewiring. Etociric Heating Repairs 
Appliance Connections





• PEAT SOIL 
•SCREENED SOIL










•We load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 3am-5pm 







Interior* Exterior Work 
done to your satisfaction 
WE TAKEPaiDEIN OUR WORK 
Call Us tor Your 
Kitchen Remodelilng 










• Backhoe • Sewer Storm Drains ^ 





LAWN & garden care;
LANDSCAPING, BOTOTILL6MG 
PRUNING & REMOVALS 





• Rostdential & Commercial
• Complete Design Service
• Custom Homes




Sewer, Storm Drains, 
Water Lines
SEPTIC FIELDS





Spftcieiizing In waterproofing 






''Ouelify work Bullilio L##«" 







7000 W, Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
9:45 am..,. . Family Biblo School 
11:0D am ,;..... Family Worship 
.7:00 pm ..... Evanlng Fellowship 
PamtorV. Nordstrom 
6S2-503I BS2-3313
A Fiienrtiy Family Church 
".; ■ ^Servjfig CentraiSaanlch „,
AH TYPER OF BNICK AHO RrOOC work 
*om« iforio work, Interior, oxtarlor, 
commwiKlal, , rntldantiol ciirtlllad 
iourrteiymon Tm»$1 prlctti availohl^i, 
Pl#«i« nail m UM n a.m. - 7 i».m. fl
oleawwsT"'’"^
cittnnad, odd jobi, haolliiB, Irua twr. 
vliOd. Work ^1uaront»«d. 656-8730. 13
DIRTAVVAV — CompiwtB hama cam, 
hou*i»cl«*onlita. sprlftg tioanino, 
corpof*. uphoklory, window*, guttor*.
ond frittw aillmote*. 652-0644,_ _ .... 13
rnointonrjnca. r/m p»r
hr._656;5;^^.... ;.............. ......................
DYNyMAIC DUO «oupi» *>xp«ri»nc»'d in 
pointing, mainttinonc# work, gordan- 
ing, janllftriol houiov/ork. Ivotit work
Good rofranca*.' 656-9462. ... .....J l
»IAl-A-ifNIO«''' 'f«(juior.' pwrivonoi, 
phon« »»rvi(« ip„ monitor that Irnpnr. 
font ald^r In your llf». l or mo(« dotoll*
....... .....
nAvrAIKF RPArrS ovnll fnr 3.5 yr oM*. 
Coiwanlont lcKorlon, raring it«fl, 737- 
3M7. '■ ' W -
'iXPimiWOT MOYpI* will
bobyiH day*, night*, wimkwfld*. 6S6'
flASi,_ ............. .......... '.....
io bolvytif
a 3-4 yr old in my fwmW;







aUAUTY WOOPWXSIK' w«lli p«i'«Mtal 
ioo(..h, liodicKMVi* to bwlfoi*. Cal! ftid.,
429.0S£Tar_6M7£3J«v^^^^ ..
—» and 
f(i*m»dlal.,. roilMlwd torithnr*.. 
' r»ii*anol)l«' natttt. AS3-0749,^^_'^__'...... Jl
, : ' " ■ ■ ' '
_______ ____ )nOS,LTD '
CONSTRUCTION LTD.
• CUSTOM MOMES• HEMOVATIONS
• riRNERAl. CAPtPEMTr-tV
• ORAr-TINO & OESIQN 
SKrtVICiES,
B56-8911
SltEaiVE tOGCIWG SERVICES LTD. 
or* In lh» proc®#* ol harvanllno 
mofuroond di»®o»od lirnbor In iho Vie- 
lorlo, Snonith aroo. Pr*wnl mork»i 
condition rnokos Ihl* ih* llmo lo 
inarl',*'l ytHir tlmbwr. Y«i, w» roplonl 
with „quo!lty jsaodlins*. For fro® 
tttilmala pyhon» 754-M>06 (24 bf*.) _lf
bAVES“"ii6oFllNG....^.... ................"and
»ltln|)l*i, Oufotil Ahtnolw*. N®w In- 
slollallont rjnd rw-roolinfl, Dovo 6S2- 
*1030. ' „J.f
fotindnllon*, Mdlng, flnlthina, romlntw 
;hom«t rmovotioni ond addltton*. fruin 
•ilitnol**. Phooa 656-2M6, ..J
he^n'" 'REawiRis '"“gen cm'..cbw^".
TR ACTING AMO il.lJtrVlWG 
CONRUITIMG Cuilow homoii r»riovo- 
Horn and odditictir* f®»id«r(ial ami 
eommwirlal ®v«i 20 yr* in con&lfMcllan,
: 479.7<M0.'"^ .. . • • .09'.
SMAEI. RINOVATIOMS, kl»rh#ni, 
Ijothroomi, tand»th* and utndmk 
®ndo#iirtt», Alik 
jMAN'RliKS a
uoidim rt.a!ii(*s'(OntA. Jobiii 65ii W95,
Iromlng ond »ldinp CoK Ron Wtl»y
"6157338. ■ ■ " ' U
POLSON’S 
Excavating & Tractor 
Service Ltd.





Trucking, ExcuvntIng and 
BackhoeWork.






Accordian, Voice & Theory 




7171 WEST SAANICH RD, 
BRENTWOOD BAY 
Call Now 652-4512
PIANO IE.SSOWS r«»gl*t«r now for spr­
ing som«i1»r. S«v»ral oponings 
ovollobt®, i"figlvly skillad ®Kpor©lncad 










•MANURE — Hone A/or Cow 
•HOG FUEL
lief (very or Ynrd Pick Up.., 
8524131 666-420S
MONDAY TO SATURDAY
fAOtWtlt THf, CAT t.A.NDTCA.P!»r, 
OAADF.HING .SERVICE, C*rtm«d 
P*»ficid» opplicolor. Era® atlimolai.
.. . ... ,/„ ;.JF.'
rmYSrrr“''“'”rt AinrinMn'"”
<rl*onwpi prtming, fiw# »**vlc«y bool. 
tng, o»a*s cwlflng. O.A.P. discounl. 
'jVork gua^anfaoii AW-If
mui.rn»iwtf>ia, Niiw lowni, . latMtlt 
lawns, tiaoring, ihirmlni/, HoullftH ond
GAiOtHlil - «wtM»fliit'»r«<l ond hard- 












tiling ondRHK INTERIOR PAINTING 
poparhaiiglng. 6%-W9111
COlWOOb painting AMD 
DECORATING. Wollcovartng*, tpfwy 
pnlnllng, brttsh ond roll. Our f»fIra* 
witi ploosa ymi. Coll tor fri»« asllmal* 
nny Hma.ATW-Wm. _ If
BBnrMomBY
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TYPING SERVICE AVAILABLE - fast and 
efficient. Coil 656-0747, ask for Cindy 
at Castle Properties (1982) Ltd., 2388 
Beacon Avenue. Sidney.H 
RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc- 
ed help for all kinds of typing. Coll 
Helen 656-4915.tf 
PROFESSIONAL QUMITY word pross- 
ing services. Letters, mailing lists, 
reports, resumes, theses, brochures, 
booklets, proposals, contracts, 
specifications, financial statements, 
statistical inputting, organizational 
charts any office document. Hours 9:00 
- 4:30 Mon-Fri. Nora M. AAaddocks and 
Assoc. 203-2405 Beacon Ave., Sidney 
Phone 656-5435.10 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING in my home, 
Reosonable 656-7307. 10
1972 TRAVELAIRE 18ft. trailer. 2 way 
fridge, stove, toilet, furnace, electric 
brake system, and reese 750 equalizer 
hitch included. Extra wide, spacious, 
lots of storage. Sleeps six $2000 firm 
478-6055ofter 5 p.m.10 
1977 DODGE VAN semi comperized 
good condition, low mileoge $3,000.00 
or best offer 656-1067. 09
gglAI^TS 
SMALL M®T0MS
Repairs lo Lavmrrtowets, 
Chainsaws.
• Husqvama • Plonoar • Toro 
• Shlrxtalwa • Jacobsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Park Road 
BSS-77-1A
HOWE'S TREE SERIVCE insured 




• • LICENSED MECHANICS 
• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU ■
• •TUNE UPS‘BRAKES •LUBRICATION
‘TIRES* BATTERIES 
® • SECURITY MUFFLER
a ‘PROPANE CONVERSIONS
• PROPANE SALES
« "FOR SERVICE C/iU”
9 g^2921 or 656-0434
S42a Canoro, Sidney 








1975 SAAB 99 in excellent condition, 
standard, radials/ sporty and roomy, 
fuel injected. 107 hp. A pleasure to 
drive. Desperation sale $2995 O.B.O. 
Evenings 658-1123. • tf
GET 75 MPG LARGE CAR, R.V's ek. 
build and install a new covey gar 
vapour carb. Fit any care, truck or R.V. 
for info, send self-addressed stamped 
envelope to: Thrift Carb, 10731 King 
Geo. Hwy. Surrey, B.C., V3T2X6. tf
FOR SALE ’70'/i Z28 Comoro, rebuilt 
350. New brakes, new exhaust 
system, now paint. 4,5,6 gears, turbo 
400 shift kit. Have bills to show work. 
Must be seen. Phone 642-6883 Keith.
■ ■ 10
1965 ROVER 2000 runs well. Body o.k. 
new radlals. Must go. Make an offer 
652-5601.09 
1975 BOBCAT 4 speed, radlals, now 
paint. One owner. Clean, very good 
condition. $1,795.00 656-9507. ' 09
FOR SALE 1970 sports Satellite. 2 dr, 
383 mognum, good cond. Call 656- 
7016. 09
#■)’•..
1985 HONDA SHADOW llOOcc toko 
over payments 595-6825 offer 8 p.m, 
A^time Saturday, 14
1983 HONDA vTsi'^GNA TlOO t;c, low 






• Ail work coDdlllonftlly 
Qunnintaed
• FrfiB Eatimwifis
<* Comptbl® Body Work 
& PaliTtino
• Acrylic EioBmol
• Llicin(ii(iir Palrtf '
» Frttm® & UnlbcrJy
FtApalra
• ICBCCInlmi








Suppliers of Quality 
Marine Hardware 
ENTER TO WINAREEVER
Draw April 16th 
2506 Beacon Ave.
Landmark Bidg, 656-6621
7'/» H.P. MERCURY outboard 1976. 
Good condition $475.00 phone 656- 
5686.10 
24 FT ZETA MINT new power, fux, gas 
furnace, Furuno sounder C.B., VFH, 
head, glass bulkheod, full convas, 
dinghy, now kicker trailer $20,000 
O.B.O. 652-0189. 10
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only a few mon­
ths, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478- 
0515 tf
FOR SALE, mirrors, tempered glass, 
new and used doors, table tops, oil 
typos of gloss. Large stock of factory 
cleorout thermo units, good stock of 
new single pane windows. Ther- 
mopone Potio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurance repairs. George 
Clork and Son Enterprises. 9750 - 4th 
St. Sidney, 656-6656. Visa. Mastercard
if
WATKINS PRODUCTS - spices, ex- 
trocts, linaments. shampoos and 
cleaning products. For free dieivery 
phone 381-3545.W 
DIAMOND RING $500. O.B.O. 656-
7359.09 
HAROWOVEN JACKETS, leatherwork, 
pottery, and more custome wool car­
ding. Ewe-Niqua 1550 Mills Rood, 
Sidney. 656-18M. 09 
NEW McCULLOCH CHAIN SAW power- 
moc 310-14, has all options SIM. 656-
8886.______________________________ 09
21 CU. FT. freezer $110. 656-5261. 09
7 FT CHESTERFIELD good cond" with
cover $100.. Brown carpet with 
underlay, 12x15 light wear, $80.. 656-
7730.09 
SEAGULL OUTBOARD motor 7'A h.p. 
long shaft. Good condition. Borgain at 
$198.00 656-3277.09 
WHEELCHAIR, invocare roois model 
olso quad cone 652-5601. 09
1985 7 H.P. rear tong Honda rofotilier 
as new $1,000 O.B.O. 656-2799. 10
SEEN YOUR SLIDES 
OR MOVIES LATELY?
If you hate the Fuss of 
projectors and screens 
then call Al Scott at 652- 
9479 and have them 





New selection for men & women - 
jewellery boxes > indoor & outdoor plants 
& planters.
All Plants 1Q% off O.A.P.
EAGLES NEST
24S9 Bsvan 656-0343
1157 VERDIER AVENUE Brentwood Bay. 
Fri. Feb. 28th and Sat. March 1st 9 a.m. 
- 6 p.m. over 1,000 items, household, 
cars, troiler ports, tools and indusrial 3 
phase electric motors.09
MANY GOOD QUALITY ITEMS on Mar. 
1 St from 10 a.m., 638 Downey. 09
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD 
SEASONED 
• Douglas Fir • Alder 
• Arbiitus " Maple
DOWN SINCE SPRINQ 
Specials on next year’s orders
656-8702
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help you. No dues, no weigh-ins. Call 
Sidney 656-4353.tf 
ARE YOU DEPRESSED of dieting and 
getting no where. Try this fantastic 





Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.
Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
658-5235
SEVEN YEAR OLD purebred Shepherd; 
8 year Lob. Setter X. Free. Well behav­
ed. Coll Jenny 476-4809.^ 
FIR AND HEMLOCK sawdust for sale, 
full loads or half loads. Also good for 
gordens. 656-5671.09
DOBERAAAN PUPPIES for sale 4 rod and 
ton, 2 black and ton. Ready to go Feb. 
22, 1986. Tails cropped, dew claws 
removed, dewormed and first shots. 
$150.00. 656-6450.09 
BRINDALE TRAINING - obedience
classes for puppies starts March 4th. 
Phone Joan Hunt 652-9794.  09
YOUNG BUDGIES for sale. Pairs only 
$20.656-5466. 09
TYPESETTING AND WORD PROCESS 
typing now available locally. Books, 
monuscripts, brochures etc., etc. Coll 
evenings 6S6-6466. No job too small, tf 
RENT-A-WRITER I Resumes, briefs, 
business letters, what have you. 652- 
9472.rf
DRESSAAAKING AND TAILORING, ex 
perienced professional. Trillium Creo- 
tions, Joon Diokow, 656-3190. if
FOOTCARE in your home. Sculptured 
noils. Coll Angelo. 652-9727. 18
PENINSULA HOME "Guardian" vaco- 
tioning? Pet-plant-homo vigilance. Too 
busy? Weekly apt. spruce up. 
Emergency? Personal home care. 652- 
1060. 10
WE BUY- antique ond collectible dealer 
buys figurines, china, furniture, 
glassware, jewel Iry, toys, silver, 
crystal, lamps or paintings or what 
have you. One article or houseful. 652- 
5040. 18
WANTED: items for garage sole, 
household goods, toys, books, tools, 
furniture, etc. All proceeds to Track 
'86. Call 656-1067 for pick-up by 
volunteer.15 
WANTED: gerbil cage with accessories 
if possible in good condition 
reasonably priced phone 656-7746. 09
WANTED: baby change table in good 
condition. Reasonable 652-4944. 09
LOST: a single silver bond ond ring 
with blue stone at or near Rec Center 
652-2237. 09
FOUND: block rabbit 656-0669. 09
LOST: very friendly Ferret. Deep Cove 
orea. 656-9312.^
CAMERA FOUND on Beacon Ave. 
Owner identify. 656-7096. 09
LOST: from Airport, last seen Main- 
waring; dark brown and white cat, 
white on face, neutered mole. Crossed 




Tabte Bookings & informstion
656-4523
g..
SAND • GRAVEL 
CRUSHED ROCK 
BUILDING MATERIALRimiwiiiiiTijiwrwunai^i hwi'wiwibhwc jiiwuiwji
CLASSICpI^^-l^OWERS
SENIOR CITIZEN 
TUES 10% OFF 
(SN STORE STOCK ONLY) 
#3—2310 Beacon Ave. 
656-0411
FOR SALE queensize waterbed. Dark 
pine finish with bookcase style head- 
board and drawers. $250.00 O.B.O. 
656-5914.09 
2 BRITISH INDIA AREA RUGS, $595 
pair, 1 80 per cent wooi 20 per cent 
nylon decorotor area rug. blue tones 
$295 one pair antique satin drapes 
gold, fully lined, 113" x 86". $135, 
fromed print 40"x30" $37.50, oak wine 
holf-barrels, steel straps, one pair 
$70.00 656-4042. 09
TWO MENS JACKETS, size 40-42 one 
suede, one leather. $50.00 each. Hard- 
iy ever worn. 656-6440. 09
KING SIZE WATERBED "with heoter 
$175, queen size hide-a-bed and 
loveseat $150.00 2 drowr file cabinet 
$40.656-5477. 09
FOR SALE Roxton maple doublesize 
bedstead. Like new 656-9770. 09
12 VOLT CAR battery top posts $25, 
GM mini spare tire wheel combination 
$25, Proctor Silox automatic coffee 
moker. $15. 656-1351. JO
DOUBLE BED Ethan Allen solid maple 
$60.00 656-2317. 09
ZdRAWER LETTER SIZE filing cabinetT
metol, $100.00. 656-4997. 09
NEW CANNON CAMERA AE1, speed 
light and other accessories. Total 
volue approx. $700, selling for $395.00 
656-4845. 09
PANDORA'S CLOSET winter solo’ends
Mar. 1 Spring consignments welcome. 
Phone first please. Visa - Mastercard. 
656-6421.  09
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RANGE 4 
burner 20 in. oven. Top condltlori
borgolnot $295.00 656-3277,____ 09
.50 PER CENT OFF, selected sleepers ot 
Jus Kidding. 9780A 2nd Street. Across
from the Review. 6.S6-7313.______  10
REEL TO REEL lope recorder, super 
eight projector, screen, Populor 
muchanics.f amily circle En 
cyclopedias, stereo, eight track. Ctf- 
f^s. 656Ji477. _ 09
ANOTfERTRUCkIOAD"lusf"arr!w 
new bookcases, coffee and ond tobies, 
horn® entertoinment centres and 
bedroom furnishing*. Very reasonable 
ot BUY & SAVE, 9810 4th St. Trades 
welcomed! 09
Duslbuslor, $30; English china cupi) 
oriel soucoi* ond set of Hluehill 
Norllake dinnerwore. 652*9794, 10
THREE PCE^'SET harvest'gold 30" range' ^ 
14 CU. ft, fridge, dishwosher, Portoble 
or built-in. Only $1,04$, Daves Ap- 
pjonce Centre; 656-8612, 09
VIKfNG'harvest'g^^ 
and McClary gold stove. $30. 656 1040. 
__ ; 09
: THREE PaTsEfAvocodolk)'"
CU, If. fridge, dlihwather, portoblo or 




CENTRE, 3491 Bwvon. TV sole* ond ser- 
vice, Also microwwtfos. 656 8612. 09
LARGE "'aSS'ORTM'eNT' of''''p'ro*ownod 
furnishing* lor every room inyoui 
home! Also dishes, pots ond pons, 
garden ond ship tool*, corpot, dropes 
Ond mufh more. GoocJ, cleon and 
reosonoblel We Buy, Sell A Trode 7 
doys a week ot BUY A SAVE, 9810 4th
St. 656.7612, , ;................. 09
. TVWN $llEp"skl"'$45: 'elettric "blonket. 
$20; blue quilled spread, 104*00, $50.
. 65<i-lil05fl. . OT
BOYS OAkX Ireo wheel bike, girl* 5 
spiSBtl hike. Tirtellenf condition, 65®'' 
:''I339, ■' ' ,'OT
76PACIR ■ new point, economir.ol ond 
3 new 13 ft, (iberglo* clinker style 
plonirig hull*. 656 *B3> ofter 5 p.m. or 
vyeakends, , , , ' OT
WROUGHT IRON rolling for tothedlriSl 
*ntr«nce.;,6J»6*(W4S9, ' 70
CRIB, itrpiier, h'ctholr, wulker, toy*, 
diildrent liook*,, picture Irofnes. 
u»fi*S,»r sjttn''cfi'yrx',' ar,;? mycfi rfia-re,,, 
Rea*oo«We ol HUV t SAVE, 9010 4th
............................................ ______ ___ _ _ _OT
NTAR Nf.W Eminent cor.sole organ. 2 5* 




WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion. support and referrals. 24 hours a 
doy, 7 doys o week.- tf
CCUNSEUING for families and 
dividuals of all ages — serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St.. Sidney-. 656- 
0134. tf
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9751 3rd St., is the in­
formation and Volunteer Service Cen­
tro for the peninsula, if you need 
assistance or if you wish to volunteer a 
few hours a week to help others in 
your community, please call 656-0134 
for further information. if
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School, Mondays 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Ail ages welcome. Fur­
ther info. 652-4580, 652-1531. tf
Ads from all over B.C 
arid the Yukon.
25 words for $119 win reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
Where can you lease a truck 
for only $119.97 per month? 
Call Ed Clark collect at 
525-3401 or toll-free at 1- 
800-242-7757. DL 5674, 
Lease 4x4 $244 per month! 
Factory order lo your specs! 
Lease/buy car/truck-GM- 
Ford-Chrysler-Imports. Call 
Rav Lovell Toll-free 1-800- 
242-4416, 5B4-1222. D.L. 
7836.____ _______________ _
Buy or lease new or used 
trucks direct from B.C.'s 01 
volumo Ford Dealer. Noth­
ing down, wo pay transpor­
tation OAC. Call Walloy or 
Tlrn collect 464-0271. Metro 
DL5231.
Buy or tease new or used 
trucks direct from B.C.'a #1 
volume Ford Dealer. Noth­
in <-j ilown, we p.iy tranjpor- 
tation OAC, Call Gary or 
John collect 464-0271. Metro
Ford. QLS231   ___ ___ ;
One hour credit approval! 
Possible with our exclusive 
Dial-A-Car and : inslamatic 
Cl edit pfograrn, Lease/pur­
chase witti or without op­
tion, your choice, Harold 
Pleus al Royal GM, 922- 
41VI, West Vancouver. D,L,
5534.,, ____________ ______ '■
Recreatron,al , vehlcfes" Und 
marine part® and accos- 
jorles Prowler Trallora and 
5th wheels. Scamper Molof* , 
vprnes. Call Eldorado R,V, 
',81*4634. Toll Free 1*800* 
242*4410. ■ One . el thi«' 
months 'specials, Tuff box 
Truck Tool Boxes, $169.05, 
T<^ke over paymenfs. Reconl 
. tinanciai problems. 19B5 
Bronco XLT, $'299: per
month, Credit no problem. 
Call coPoct, iJBk lor Phil 
Jessa. 525-3481.
I n stock Ford one Ton 61«»ei 
C a G and propime Vans or 
lease vefude of your choice. 
Call collect 525*7211 or 
evenmflfl Barry 528*6032. 
015972 , : , J-
B'uT.rNESS •’ . “
Q^PORIiJOTiIlIS,.......
Thnwirig Gr-svei and Excava* 
ling Ruainess, lA'eli estab- 
hshed. imee, 1374 Gravel 
pit,, shop, «iic. Reply P.0, 
200, CIO News Aoverii. 
ser. 3239 Kalum. StrMil , Ter. ' 
ace, Cl C, V8Q 2N3.
icii , vur.'duiu (Jistn.
hutofships avail,able now! 
Ernpioy siudenis oti thfop.- 
wheei bikes, Small inv«»t- 
ment, Oickla" De« Ice 
Cream, *«: - vwtosi ,ijih,
Ave,. Vancdiiviir, 0,C VOJ 
,2G4 ifr04:n£::)370,
f/tnndav Fefiruary 24? Sea,- 
son'9 Fragrance Consuiianls 
earn hundred* *»vmg others 
thout-aneJs! 31 RepHciiii, 
VVorid's Finiii.t rragiancftS',, 





Travel, That's an exciting 
vrorld... certainly more ex­
citing than pizza or muffler, 
right? Right, so why not 
build a career for yourself In 
the World's number one 
growth industry and enjoy 
worldwide travel benefits in 
addition to developing equi­
ty in your own retail travel 
agency. Uniglobe is the lar­
gest retail travel franchise 
network in North America. 
No previous travel exper­
ience necessary, investment 
required. Call Uniglobo Tra­
vel Canada collect 1-270- 
2241_.__^............................
DRYFRY®i9 high profit. 
French fries, more, without 
deep frying. CSA/UL ap­
proved, Low Inch.al, venting, 
insurance costs. Portable. 
R.I.S, Food Systems Inc. I- 
000-667-7464, brochurefi.
General store with .Grey­
hound, ofw bar, more, Ex­
cellent iowt Ion Hwy 97 ' 
Cariboo, 1.2 Ac,, Three* 
bedrm living quarters. Vol­
ume 1.2M;. House In Lower 
Mainland considered an 
down, $289.tXK), plus stock. 
Offers. 456-7744 after 5 pm. 
Box 159, 70 Mile House,
____
McLeod Lake General Store, 
two acres on Hwy. 97 north 
of Prihco George.' Houno, 
Pont Office, Llmior outlet, & 
lake frontage. Really World 
Langley 534-7974, fJob Col- 
irii! or Barb Cwriaon. Exc* 
cellont oppprUinlty. ' > ,
Bowser, B,C. Was $125,000 
■now $95,000. V* acre on 
Sjiland highway Include.* 
2000 sq.ft, bl(K,k iHiPding 
with 1000 sq.ft, suite above. 
Throe 80 foot greenhouses 
oxcfflilent opportunity for 
nursery or retail operation, 
prices far below replace* 
meni cost, phone 753*9151, 
9*3p..,m. weekdayn, .
Okanagan Mobile Hortui 
Park; 21) unit*; 133.000 net;' 
flonsirier frarte Gnafl prn- 
perty, Catl Henry Drwnoyer,
TradHand Really Ud., 3416
Coldslreem , Ave.,' V'ernon, 
B.C, 545-53.25;. 542-B712,
CitKrr/'>,V.ViS prtif.slr.i) clusi?
to Million $. includes land, 
building & equip. Call Nor­
ma Brooks fl.36-4.534 or write 
Ooi! 681. SicawoiJi, 0.C.
VviL ii'.VO. OuxisuitMiik litfMitiy 
: ____
'., business. piiaoNA ti~
Cohorlii'
iinn Fj*h»np Resort, Kem* 
loop* Area. 34 rental cha­
let*. reitaorant Jl lounge, 
boat renials, guides. Some 
irivestmenl rBoulred. Re­
sume: 114.1155 Malvlllt 6t„ 
Varveouvof, B.C, V«E «C4.
Musical instrument const­
ruction -Guitar- Learn to 
build, repair and soli guitars 
with a Spanish trained Luth­
ier, A Douglas College ten 
Month program. Phono now 
for Interview. Registration 
Febrary 26. Costs $676 Tot­
al, payable In two install- 
ments. Call today at 520- 
5478. _________ _
Earn money, Save moneyl 
Learn Income tax prepara­
tion by correspondence. For 
free brochure, no obligation,, 
Write U & R Tax Schools, 
1345 Pornbino Hwy, Wln- 
nlpeg, Manitoba, R3T 2B6. 
Psychiatric Nursing. A de­
manding career for people 
who earn. Openings avail­
able for September 1986 
Intake of this two year prog­
ram. Applications must be 
sutamitlod by Juno 15. Con­
tact Nursing Office 520-5462 
for Informatlcin rogarding 
application procedures and 
roqulfod support Ing docu* 
rnentallon, _______ _ ____ _
Fren: 1986 guide to study-a?- 
homo correspondence Dip­
loma ooursos tor prestigious 
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Webb Gifford sawmill, All
steel Electric over hydraulic, 
Coutts carriage Lon turner. 
Heaps edger. 335 Cum- 
minqs dlosel. Elsworthy sot 




Canada s largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
CalalogttcB availabln, Nor- 
burn Lighting Centro Inc,, 
4600 East Hfistmgs Street, 
Burnaby, B.C, V5C 2K5. 
Phone 1.2g9*Q668.
Montreiif MTliiary Surplus; 
VVorKshlrta. *2.75, Work* 
ptinl* 13.50. wtnkboofs 115. 
Handcuffs, bags, knivoa,
■ arkas, OTmbat panls, otc, 
2 for cainlogue (lelmhurso* 
menl on first ordor). Mili­
tary 8u( plus, Box 243, SI, 
TlfTiolhoe, Quebec, JOS 1X0. 
Arnazinr/ Automaiic Enl 
broidery Macfvinel Makes 
e.fVi'0ne an c.tpcrH Minirriurn 
InvMimont Uniimiied poi- 
onttal. Dealer Inquiries wel* 
come, Froo iniormallon, 
Send to ItsICrnft, Box 
375, ,Sarril*,jB_,£,__V2RJ A7_^ 
Beer and vvTno ’making sup- 
jhes, fast servtca, fiend 
argiSi 8,8, A.E, lor frae list 
to Mfjuniain Brow, #416* 
371/ Hamber Place, Noun 
Vancouverj 0,C, V70 21*8^
FOR SALE MISC,
Official” licensed producTs 
for pro teams. CFL, NFL, 
NHL, MLB. NBA & PGA. 
Sportswear & collectables. 
Call or write for price list. 
Pro Sports Den, 11125 •• 4940 
- #3 Road, Richmond, B.C. 
V|6X 3A5. 276-0330.  
Introductory Meat Special, 
Pork side order only $25. 
with purchase of a beef 
side, or hind order and rib 
section, Inquire today. Black 
Angus. 438-5357. 
GARDENING^
Curved glass patio exten­
sions starting at $970. Hob­
by greenhouses starling at 
$549. Full lino of greenhouse 
accessories. Call B.C. 
Greenhouse Builders toll- 
free 1-800-242-0673 or write 
7425 Hedloy ‘ Avenue, Bur- 
naby, B.C. VSE 2R1.
HELPVVANT'Eb
jjconsed ’psrtaman needed 
lor Ford Dealership In North 
Ea.stern Alborta, If interest­
ed and looking for a position 
with a future write Duch- 
arme Motors Ltd,, Bo.x 700. 
Bonnyville, Alberta or 
phone (403)826-3278, 
Wanied;' Greenskeopor ’lor 
nine hole golf course Must 
have knowTedgo of automat- 
od underground irrigation 
system. State exporienco 
and qualifications. Cordact 
secretary Falrvlew Mountain 
Golf Course, Box 821. Oli­
ver, B.C. VOH 1T0. Phono
1-4OT.6379. ________ ■■ ■ ,
I roquTfe"elght - WTridlvi':?- 
oali who enjoy needlework 
to earn $10-I20 per hour. 
Reply giving address and 
phono number: Box 272, 
Tumbler Ridge, B.C. VOC
2Vm___________
Imnifidrale position ope’ri Tor 
fully qualified marine mech­
anic for Mariner Mercrulser 
Dealer located In Sunny 
Parksvillw Vancouver Island. 
Send reaumo to Box 397, 
YOR 280.
PERSONALS
Now an opportunity to meet 
other unattached adults in. 
your area. Serving singles 
of all ages. Close Encoun­
ters, 837 Hamilton Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 2R7. 
681-6652. 10 a.m, - 8 p.m. 
Monday to Saturday.
PETS AND LIVESTOCK
Canada’s Purebred Poultry 
Headquarters! 150 varieties 
chicks - 25 Breeds Geese, 
Ducks, Turkeys, Guineas, 
Pheasants, Red River Hat­
cheries, Box 362, Morris, 
Manitoba, ROG IKO. March 






Good Nows - Yashun I* 
corning srmn .Jnhn 5'4:i and 
Prov. 30;4. VJhjti i* the 
r<iiime, mark and number of 
1h» beasi? Rev, 13;16-18, 
Free IHeialuns and tape*. 




day for a free »lghi*ie*Bon
merit, Chrititiani only. Not 
ttffillatiHd with Drmomlna- 
tlonal Religions, Box 327, 
Chltllwec.k, b_C,.,,V3P 6J4
Date* Oelore, for ,&!!, age*
and unKttKhed, Thousands 
of members anxious io meet 
you. IhOTtlga Acfniainlmn* 
c«*. Call Rilt Free 1-800* 
263-6673. Hours: 0 M.m. • / 
p.bw. ■.
50% off replacement value 
of $225,000 waterfront homo 
in Cariboo Country, Recrea­
tion retirement Investment. 
Offers to Box 14, Lac La 
Hache, B.C. VOK 1T0.
Eight acres, mostly flat with 
older house, full bosemeni, < 
barn and outbuildings, deep 
well. Bordering on City of ; 
Castleoar. Suitable for hob­
by farm, $80,000, 1-604-365- 
„„ ' „.
sTr VICES " ■ '
Sufferlno an ICBC Claim? 
Carey Linde, Lavryot, 14 
years, 1650 Duranloau, Van­
couver, B.C. V6K 3S4, 
Phone colloci 0-664-V796 for 
Free How To Information: 
ICBC Claims and Awards. 
"If you have a phone you’ve 
got a lawyer," ___ _.'
Malor personol Injury 
cinims. Joel A, Woner, Law­
yer experienced In IHlgallon 
since 1960. Call collect 0- 
730-8261, Free Initial consul­
tation. Contingency fees 
available, 1632 West 71h, 
Vancouver, ___ ____ "
Professional ne.sumes create 
Results. First Impressions 
Resume Service. 325 • 1423 
Howe Si:; Vancouver, B.C, 
V6Z 1R9. j6O4)603-B&B6, .....
fwAvir"'""'.............  ■
BolMnQha’nn, VVaihirigion 
Mofela, Coachm&n, (no' & 
(now) Park Motel. Modern 
units. Canadian inonuy at 
par. Special rorJuced fBles • 
two pwpio lor $42,00 plus 
lax (POFISZl-OflOO or Van 
B.C. (604)224*6226. ,
Skiers; lake Louise, Can­
ada's favorite akl area, ha* 
hrilldavf from *158 , *kl 
train packages from 1242. 




vel plans? Now you can call 
free lo ANZA Travel the 
Down Ubder experts, Lowest 
fares, best planned trip. 
Toll-free In B.C, 1-«W(»-«72* 
6926 or 734-7725.
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SENIORS (60 OR MORE). New to 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers ciasses, 
activities ond a warm welcome. Drop 
in to 10030 Resthaven or call us at ;656- 
5537.tf 
THE PENINSULA DiSARMAMiNT
GROUP meets regularly. To join us. 
help us, or just for information, call 
656-2908 or 656-5457 after 5 p.m. rd 
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group meets every Wednes­
day, 7-9 p.m. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383- 
5545, 10-5 p.m. Mondoy to Friday for 
more info. tf
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS - Western 
Square Dance Association collects oil 
used stamps - Proceeds to Cancer Fund 
- drop them off at The Review. TF
PANDORA'S CLOSET winter sole end^
Mar. 1 spring consignments welcome. 
Phone first please. Visa - Mostercard. 
656-6421.09 
175 BIRTHS
AAATERNITY WEAR now being accepted 
on consignment at Jus Kidding 9788A 
2nd St. across from the Review. 656- 
7313. 10
OPEN HOUSE
1775 DEAN PARK RD.
SUN, MAR. 21:30-4:00
$117,900 will purchase this 
home with 3 good sized 
bedrooms, 2 baths and a 
family room on large lot. Note 
the time. Don’t miss this: 
LARRY OLSON 656-1050, 
VERAL LANES 385-1478 or 
656-0747.
SUNNY DEEP COVE 
High building lot 9/10 of an 
acre. FREDDY STARKE 652- 
9602 or 656-0747.
YOU CAW AFFORD 
DEAN PARK 
$116,900
Brand new 3 bedroom home 
tucked away in a cozy corner 
on a 1/3 acre lot. Don't miss 
this opportunity, call now 
VERAL LANES 385-1478 




1 or 2 bedroom home Wanted, 
in the lower price range. 
Condition not important. 
Sidney or Brentwood area 
FREDDY STARKE 652-S602 
or 656-0747.
IN LOVING MEMORY of Maude Elsie 
Nunney of 1349 Columbia Ave., Brent­
wood, who passed away 7th Feb. 1986. 
Memorial service was held at 
Christchurch Cathedral, Victorio. Ask­
ed for little but gave so much. Sadly 
missed by oil her family^^ 09
IN LOVING MEMORY of our Charlene. 
The things we feel so deeply ore the 
hardest things to say For we your 
parents love you In a very special way 
They say memories are golden Well 
maybe that is true But we never 
wanted memories We only wanted you 
if tears could build a stoirwoy And 
heartaches make o lane We'd walk the 
path to heaven And bring you back 
again Our family chain is broken And 
nothing seems the same But as God 
calls us one by one Our chain wil! link 
again. Remembered with love ond 
pride by Mom and Dad, Ron and Jeon 
Weniel. 0?
RANCHER/REDUCED PRICE/568,000
Perfect starter or retirement home 
only 2 blocks from the beach. Quiet 
area with nice landscaping and 
utility shed for easy maintenance. 
There’s two bedrooms and a nice 
bathroom also a utility room. The 
kitchen has been remodelled and 







TOP SALESMAN FOR 
JANUARY, ALSO START 
THE YEAR RIGHT. Call
(M^NATJONAL 
REAL ESTATE SERVKIE
The Sidney New Parent 
Discussion Group requires 
volunteer babysitters on 
Tuesday mornings from 
9:30-11:30. Info. 656-5676 or 
656-8784.
* V
10-Year Grad Reunion for 
Claremont Class of 1976 is 
being planned for the August 
long weekend. Registration, 
Fri. Aug. 1; dinner and 
dance. Sat. Aug. 2. Info. 
478-7423 or 652-4194.
IF * *
Ladies interested in hiking. 
We are looking for ladies 35 
and over who enjoy a full 
day of intermediate hiking. 
Meet at library public park­
ing lot, car pool from there. 
Info., Carol 656-0662.
Girls Softball preseason war­
mup at Sanscha Hall 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 






NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOB 
A DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
in Land Racofding District of Cowichan And 
situated* Thomfraon Cove. Take rvatico tfia^ 
Joan TovKier, ot 630 Senanus D^ve. ‘ 
occupation housewife, Intends to apply lor a 
Foreshore License ol the lollowinB described 
tends; South Saanich District. Lot 2, P!an 
17843.4 Range 3 West conlalnino .1 ha,
The purpose for which tho disposition is 
required la Private Boat Moorage.
Joan Towler
Dated February 17th. 1986 
Comments concoming this application may 
be made to the Senior Land Oftlcer. Ministry 
ol Lands. Parks and Housing, 851 Yales Si., 




Features 1/3 acre sites with 
full underground servicing and 
sunny Southern exposure.
INFORMATION CENTRE 
(Located off Dean Park Rd.}




ESTATE OF PERCY JOHN LEDAIN. 
DECEASED
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN IhBl Creditors 
and olbew having claim agalnat the Eslafo ol 
tho above named Deceased late ot 1780 
Falrfluld Road, Victoria, British Columbia, are 
hereby required lo send them to the 
Uhclersigned Executor at #201-2377 Bevon 
Avenue, Sidney, British Columbia, on O' 
betore tho 24th day ol March, 1988 afloi 
vrhich dslo tho Executor will dlsMbule the 
said Estate among the parties enlMiod 
thereto, travlng regard to the claims of which 
he then has notice.
.tOHN ANGUS BRUCE, EXECUTOR 
BY; HENLEY «. WALDEN 
Barrlaler* S Solicitors 
#201-2.377 Bovan Avenue 





Then provide professional 
service and advice. Visit me at 
my Open Houses or phone and 
I will drop by at your 
convenience. Ask about our 
national listing service.
CALL JACK WEEKS 
656-5584 24 hr. pager
FOR SALE BY OWNER: atfraclivo dou­
ble family home. Completely finished 
Up and down. Seporato wnlronces. 
Quid Sidney cul-de-sc. Close lo Senior 
Citlien Centre. 478-8493._____ _______
BEAUTIFUL ARDMORE: noor Airport, 
gold courses. Secluded treed acre. 3 
bdrms. sunken livingroom, lorgo dock, 
bsmf., roc room. $119,000. 656-.'il149.10
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
•PROPERTY MANAGEMENT -RENTALS *INSURANCE
OFFICE HOURS'
Mon.'Frl. fl nm- 5 pm 
M?uitu iiiTut itiViti ! Sftlurday 9 am - 4 pm
(Sorhon
SPACIOUS, BRIGHT, 1 drm. suite, 
ground floor, carport, drapes, semi- 
furnished or furnished. Available Mor 
1st $425. per mo. Includes utilities. No 
pets. 656-4845.09
AVAIL MARCH 1st to share with 
responsible self contained suite in 
house in Central Saanich. Laundry and 
parking. Rent includes all utilities plus 
coble $225.00 p/mo. 652-1668 or 652- 
5439,09 
ATTRACTIVE SPACIOUS 2% year old 
home in Dean Park. Sonny lot, very 
quiet 'A acre. 2 story and more. 
$110,000 656-6725 385-2712. 1769 Dean 
Pork Rood.11 
BED AND BREAKFAST worm neat and 
tidy. Close to Airport and Sidney. Own 
entr., T.V. fully furnished. Telephone. 











2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656*5511
1 ACRE LOT for sale North Soanlch 656- 
4756.;12
DEANPARK 1648 Mayneview. 1600 sq, 
ft. custom built. 2 br. rancher on 
private 'A ocro treed lot. $130,000 
phone owner 656-568K IQ
THE BEST IS 
YET TO COME
ROBERTS MANOR 
NEW OWNERS — 
NEW MANAGEMENT
We’re painting, cleaning, 
wallpapering and renovating: 
Wo’rc proud of our buildings 
and our fenonls are too. It 
you want to be proud of your 
home, call tne . .
Waindonolds
656-9748
1 bedroom with loft J-425 
2 bedioomo from $430
DEVON PROPERTIES LTD.,
"BRIARWOOD”
2 bdrm, 2 bih deluxe condo. Fridge, stove. D/W and 
drapery all included. 2nd floor & good outlook. Quick 
fX>sses8ion, can view anytime. Call HUGH OR ALINE
'•BIRCHWOAD”
3 bdrm, 2 bth home. Complete renovated to highest 
standarde. New 30 x 20 barn/gafage S- other 
outbuildings all on .85 acre. Call ALINE OR HUGH FOR 
AN APPOINTMENT.
TOC'KING FOR CENTRAL PENINSULA ACRES?
■ WE HAVE SOME USTED-GIVE US A CALL
WE HAVE SOLD MOST OF OUR LISTING IN THIS 
BOUVANT MARKET. IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING 
set t.IMG A HOME OR PROPERTY AND WANT THE 
BEST SERVICE. CALL US;
HUGH OR ALINE PORTER 
AT 682-560107 656*0131
40ULTS0NLY
Roilr# In Comfort m 
BfiEMTWOMl 
TOWER APARTMENT
___ _ »BDkM RUlTr
1 BDRM sunt'
R»nl tncludii* T.V,.
p»rtilnp, •»uni, ihiripool, 
bltittrir*. md wortulwp. 10 
min. to ®idn#y. M min to 
VtclorlJ. no Suit* comptox on 4 trrai», lixtr* ptrLlmg
Ur. 4 Mr*. Hw*y»»,
APT. -AVAILABLE for seniors, 
reasonable rent, Norgarden Court. 
656-3612. tf
WATERFRONT, beoutifui country q1- 
mbsphere, private beoch, furnished, 
opprox. 800 sq. ft., fireplace, private 
patio. Tenant to be single, non­
smoking person. References required. 
$600 per mo. 656-2822. tf
OCEAN VIEW 2 bedroom home on cor­
ner lot. newly decorated inside. Stove 
& fridge, drapes, largo storage bldg, 
on grounds with trees. To sublet 
$525.00. Coll Brian at 656-1151 days or 
656-9750 evenings.;10
OuTeTA^DULT BLOCK 1 br. $395.00, 2
br. $495. includes water, parking only. 
Fridge, stove, carpeted ond drapes, no 
pets. Coll Phyllis 656-7821.09
WATERFRONT SIDNEY lovely older 
character fomily home; 4 br., 2 both. 
$850 p/mo. references and security 
deposit required 656-9323 or 652-5021.
■09,,
FW~ WaiT7LlASE~-ri3r. 2 boihroom
homo in Brentwood Boy. Firoploco op- 
plloncos, nice yard, quiet central loca­
tion. Applictlons taken for April 1st. 
Roferoneos required. $600.00 p/mo. 
652-3592 4:00 - 9:00 p.m. W
1 BEDROOM DUPLEX everything in- 
cludckd but the phone $375, Phone 656-
4264.       1.2
BASEMENT SUITE suits working person
ovenings-652-2285....._    _0?
SIDNEY one bdrm opaiimont w/w 
coi'pet, drapes, stove, fridge, coble
T.V. ovoiloble April 1st 4564j573.___ 10
SPACIOUS FURHiSHED~oro'.mt! floor 
room with own enironco. Ov/n 
bathroom, shore kitchen. $20 par mo. 
includes loundry, utilities and coble.
656-0029, _________............ '
SIDNEY: ovolT, April Isl, 2 bdrm. house 
j ri quiet corner lot. FEncod yord. Fridge, 
stove, washer, dryer, $550 per mo.
656-9950. . .............._________________??
, si'lDNEY’r'3 li5rmr,''SxS 'bath,,
utility room, quiet, convenience ora«.
'■' 721;1ByO. . .."_______________ ___U
Tliw BDRM. upper fioor, Sundeck, F7S, 
F/P, lonctKl yord, close to tchooln ond
' bus. $490 ptjrrno, 6^-H749_.______  W„
haot, storm windows. Avail, im- 
madlataly. $500 pat mo. 652-433S
'■ ___ ??
SAANldnoiiTTOWJifbTjslT^ 
rv, Isolht, F/6, $570. Morch Isl. 652- 
'■ 9B58. __ _____________________ ^
SIDNEY • furnimhed rcom lo rent, 9601 • 
7lh St. ol Otoon 51. $105 per ino In­
clude* utilities. Is across from pork. tf
Teacher Sharyn Boven will 
speak about life in the 
southern African country of 
Botswana, March 3, 7:30 
Victoria YW-YMCA.
• ft ft
Streetproofing for Kids 
courses begin March 6 for 
kids 6-8 years and 9-12 years, 
Victoria YW-YMCA, info.
3 8 6 - 7 5 1 1 .
ft ft ft
Free slim and trim program 
for unemployed women, 
Thursdays, 1-2 p.m., Vic­




Friends of Sidney Museum 
meet at the Sidney library. 
.March 3, 7:30 p.m. New 
members welcome
University of Victoria ‘China 
in an environmental context’ 
lecture series: March 5, En­
vironment and Philosophy in 
China, 7 p.m. Begbie, room 
158.
★ *
Sidney chapter Vancouver 
Island Scottish Country 
Dancers meet every Wednes­
day and Thursday, 7:.30 p.m. 
Info Joan Isaac 652-2138 or
Lucy Whitehouse 656-2128.
♦
Sidney Preschool (a co-op) is 
continuing registration of 
three and four year olds for 
the fall term. Info call 
Marilyn at 656-8056 or Wen­
dy 656-7032.
♦ ♦ *
Victoria Altrusa Club former 
or transplanted altrusans. 
Victoria membership drive 
for women’s service club. In­
fo, Mary at 652-4916.
♦ ♦ *
Naval Reunion for all ex- 
naval men and women per­
sonnel as well as all wartime 
serving Merchant Marine 
veterans. A worldwide reu­
nion is being held on board 




tion, March 1,2 at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., aged
5-16 years. Minor hockey
















WA>ilTtO: lo r«ai 2 or 3 Ixfim. bow»« 
wHh (nocted yard or rumi vofflog, 
Sirloby/Cbotfal Soonich or»«», Ntitodod 
for k^offh 1, PIwo Sunoo 7iS'2?77 or
MARRIED, wofklog coiipto with *rm»II 
doq, lookloq for 1 or 2 bod. hoiii.# foi 
»oog f*rm 7*0»al, N/S up lo 1470,00, 
pbofMi 47».92B4656-0546. _ JO
liwAiJ wthIIhw '%«
n»*cl» t> privet !• luitv or tcttioa<n lo rnnl 
on form (.«drrol iKiontch or<iM». 4/,1'- 
5530 bom* or 477;3H 4 wwk._ ^ 10,
Mcift imokor*. nort drinkor*, ivIloWo
:ror#mk»r« fnll 22'7.im6 '
WANlitii: viirv r«*pori*iy« «blpi of-
f)#:»f., Sldnoy mtldorn, nood* qulvi 
plor* «o *lo<fy. Morel* 5»b M MokI'
3lil.656.W6, . . 10
Capital Families Association 
invites you to participate in 
the first Peninsula Youth and 
Community Leadership 
Training Workshop, Satur­
day, March 8 from 9:30 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. in the multipurpose 
room at Stelly’s Secondary 
School.
♦ » ♦
La Leche League of Sidney 
meets at 8 p.m. on Wednes­
day, Mar. 5 at 2229 
Magnolia Place. The Art of 
Breastfeeding and Overcom­
ing Difficulties is the topic. 
Info, call 652-9362, 652-2707 
01-652-5781.
IF *» »»
Pacific Forestry Centre Open 
House Feb. 20-2.3, 506 Burn­
side Road, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
and until 9 p.m. on Friday. 
Free samplings, displays, 
computerized greenhouses, 
largest insect collection in 
western Canada.
, ■ ft . , ft
Exira-curricular transporia- 
lion: liability and safety 
issues for parents and stu­
dent drivers. Pane! discus­
sion, March 6, Sicily’s 
school, 7;30 pun,, info. 656- 
’ '4275,'.'/
Abiliiy Personnel Assoc, 
assists people over 45 find 
job opportunities, info. 385- 
5000.
"How to sell your wriiidg?” 
The Periodical Writers 
Association of Canada 
prcseiiils a public seminar, 
March 15, 1-5 p.m. Camosun 
College, Room 100, Fisher 
I...infa. 479-8342. •
KulHirc for Kids, an .active, 
culiural education program 
lor kids 6-10 years, Mr^rch 5* 
April 23, Victoria YW*
YMCA, info.. 386-7511..: ,
(
Silver Thread,s Centre, HX)30 
Re-..dhaven' lOrivc • GamcJi 
Day evciy, .Saunday afici- 
noon, 1-4 p.rn. Drop by for 
some fun and coffee
, . • . ft :
Registration for spring ses­
sion programs March 3 to 
May 4 at the Victoria YM- 
YWCA begins Monday, Feb.
17. Classes are available in 
fitness, dance, yoga, adult 
education and aquatics. In­
fo. 386-7511.
ft ft ft
The Sidney New Parent 
Discussion Group requires 
volunteer babysitters for 
Tuesday mornings from 
9:30-11 a.m. Info. 656-5676 
or 656-8784.
« « It*
Are you grieving over the 
loss of your pet? Do you feel 
as if your heart is broken? 1 
am interested in starting a 
self-help group for adults 
who are deeply grieving for 




ment Group general meeting, 
March 10, Unitarian Hall
(106 Superior St.), 7:30 p.m.
Guest speaker Patti Willis, 
Denman Island researcher, 
info. 382-7027.
»
Victoria Business & Profes­
sional Women’s Club 
meeting, March 19, Imperial 
Inn, 5:30 p.m. Marjorie
Aldersmith, president of 
Craigdaroch Castle Society, 
speaker. Info. 479-6261, 592- 
3718.
♦ ♦ *
Seniors (55 and over) new to 
Sidney: The Silver Threads 
centre offers classes, ac­
tivities and a warm welcome.
Feb. 26, Volunteer Corp 
meeting, 1 p.m.; Ballroom 
dancing demonstration, 2 
p.m. Drop-in 10030 
Resthaven Dr., call 656- 
5537.
Student youth employment 
programs inforrnation, B.C. 
youth grants and Challenge 
86 summer employment will 
be featured on Cable 10,
Feb. 27 at 8 p.m. Open-line 
for questions.
,V'' • *
Dogwood, district Girl 
Guides annual tea, St. Paul’s ; 
United Church, Sat. March 
8, 2-4 p.m. Displays of
guiding-past and present.
. •
First annual spring ball of 
the Peninsula Celebrations
Society, April 12, Sancha
hall. Music from the 40s on, 
info and reservations 656- 
3144.
ft ft ft
Peninsula Athletic club for 
youths and adults, organisa­
tional meeting March 6, 
Sidney library, 7:30 p.m.
'ft ft
Peninsula branch Navy 
league executive meeting, 
March 5, Royal Canadian 
Legion hall. Mills Rd., 7 
p.m. Parents of Navy league 
and sea cadets are invited to 
attend.
* ♦
The Law Centre presents 
Defending a Traffic Ticket, 
Wednesday, Feb. 26 at 7:30 
p.m. at the Law Centre, 1221 
Broad Street, Victoria. Pre- 
registration 388-4516,
ft, ft" ft ■ , ' ■
Lions-Review Food Bank on 
2nd St. would greatly ap­
preciate any empty egg car­
tons for repacking bulk egg 
shipments fordlslribuiion.
The Canadian Guiid of 
Health, Victoria branch, will 
meet for prayers at l;30p,m. ; 
on Thursday, Feb, 27 in the 
chapel of Sl John’s Church, 
1611 Quadra St. General 
meeting follows at 2 p.m.
Masters House of Ministries 
banquet at the Peacock Ban­
quet Room Saturday, Mar. 1 
at 6 p.m. Sftcakcr is Leonard i 
Franko on the topic From’ 
Drugs and Occult to the 
Lord^i Reservations 6S6-6817 
or6.52'2350.
Aduh Retreat March 5 at Sl. 
Paul's United Church, 9:30 - 
2:30 i heme is Itucntional 
Living, registration info. 
6S6-2597. ; ^
Don’t get caught in (he 
crunch. Vancouver Island 
.Safety Council defensive 
di'ivjng caui.vc staft.**, March 
11, infp. and registration 
478-9584. '
ft • ■ 9 ■ ,
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Students look back into past
-s'^
Having a look 
at days gone 








Owner Wilf Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawrx Terrace, Stdnev, B.C. 
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 —- 30 Years Experience
JUST ME
2328 HARBOUR RD. 
SIDNEY
656-6622 ReservationsRecommended
New Owner and Manager 
Glenn Countryman, and 
Chef Paul Edelenbos 
ANNOUNCE










Anyone who wants to pur­
chase a plot of land on the 
peninsula, especially a fully ser­
viced lot, should get looking if 
they want to choose from prime 
real estate.
December, which is usually 
the slowest time of year, was a 
bumper month for real estate 
sales on the peninsula when 39 
units changed hands, says 
manager of Block Bros. Realty 
Laurie Larose.
“The market has really im­
proved, everything from Elk 
Lake north has a special appeal 
and even subdivision acres are 
in demand now;’’ says Larose;
He explained that 1985 was a 
very stable year where prices re­
mained constant and turnover 
times were very gdod.
“It was a good year for 
realtors, a year of growth.
“We almost doubled our 
operations in 1985. ”
Larose says more people, 
especially out-of-province 
residents, are looking to buy, 
and they are looking for “a 
rural atmosphere and a feeling 
of space around them.
“And you can’t look around 
so much any more, if you don’t 
buy, someone else will,’’ advises 
Larose adding that waterfront 
property and service lots are “at 
a premium.’’
New housing construction is 
also up from 1984, and Larose 
predicts continuing steady 
growth in 1986.
“There won’t be any big ups 
and downs anymore, the time to 
sell has shrunk slightly, and it is 
a good time to relocate.’’
Larose also thinks Expo 86 
will have a positive effect on the 
real estate market and will bring 
many browsers to the peninsula.
“People arrive here first with 
the ferry docks and the airport 
and our inquiries from out-of-
province are way up,’’ he ex­
plained.
Out-of-province visitors con­
sidering moving here do stop in 
Sidney first and they approach 
local real estate agencies, says 
Larose, who also encourages 
people selling their homes or 
land to deal with a peninsula 
agency.
“Peninsula realtors are con­
cerned about the amount of 
people who use out-of-town 
(mainly .Victoria) agencies,’’ 
says Larose who believes the 
practice is somewhat of an old 
habit.'- '
“We know the local scene 
and we’re getting the people 
who are looking coming to us,” 
v"''he says.
“There are 69 individual 
realtors working from eight 
agencies on the peninsula,” he 
adds, proof of no shortage of 
sales help for local sellers.
Castle Properties sales 
manager Joe Starke confirmed 
that 1985, especially the later 
half, was also a very good year 
for independent realtors.
“I’d estimate our increase at 
about 25 per cent, it was a great 
improvement,” he said.
Starke credits a good number 
of people moving up to bigger 
homes and a constant stream of 
out-of-province relocators for 
the boost in real estate sales.
“There are still many people 
coming here to retire from 
Alberta.
“They usually decided several 
years ago to move here, and 
now that the market i.s better in 
Alberta, they can sell their 
homes and move here.”
The first half of January has 
proved as successful as 
December, .says Starke who 
notes that homes in the 580,000 




H&R Block has been successfully pfoparing income 
tax returns tor 30 years, After millions of returns, we 
think our service is even better than ever. We:
•help you save tax money
•find you the biggest refund you have coming 
•give you tax suggestions this year for next year, bas­
ed on the return we prepare 
•are conveniently located 
•guarantee our work
Put Block's ©xporience behind yrju. Stop in or call for 
an appointment today.
Be dne of tho millions who 











i| I DUE TO LACK OF WAREHOUSE SPACE
MANY ITEMS BOUGHT FOR THIS SALE ARE 
NOW BEING FEATURED THIS WEEK. HUNDREDS OF
PRODUCTS ARE GREATLY REDUCED. CHECK AND COMPARE. WE STILL HAVE THE 
LOWEST EVERYDAY PRICES!
WHILE STOCKS UST 




QUADRA ANO TILLUCUM 
MON.-SAT. M.M.-9P.M. SUN. M 
SAANICHTON
SUN.9-7. SAT. t MON. t-7. TUES.-FRI. M 
SIDNEY
SAT.-TUES. M, WED.-FRI. M
OAKCREST #1 - 3475 QUADRA ST., OAKCREST #2 - 3400 TILLICUM, OAKCREST #3 - 9319 5TH ST. SIDNEY, OAKCREST #4 - 7816 E. SAANICH RD.
KESE IS A UST OF KlNSiEitS ROtS Olffi ANHIVEBSAKr BSAW.
THEY WILL BE NOTIFIED BY PHONE.
SHEA SEALEY NELSON GLADYS GHAM 
W.E. LLEWELLYN JEAN CHRISTIE
CHRIS SHUTTLEWORTH S. JOHNSON 
MARK CAMPBELL T. HARRISON
WENDY FOSTER D. BENNETT
JEAN BUSHRIZER J. CHOO
WALT SORCHINSKI D. BOUER
ONE TICKET WITH RANDOM _ „
PICKED NUMBERS WILL BE GIVEN 
WITH EACH PURCHASE OF A FAMILY .if» “ 
ORDER OF $2S OR MORE. 




















WHITE OR W ^ V 
60%W.W.Ul f
20 oz. W ii
lb.






























FRESH CUT-UP WHOLE lf% FRESH Ast,
.iS,.," SIDE PORK ...lb. 99*!.,! ufiPMPRi,1 19
FHESHHALVES , . .. BONELESS LOIN ... WIEWCHO CELLO .... I jOO
CHICKEN ...,b.1.19!.5S PORK CUTLETS,,. 2.49,.!? CORNED BEEF,,. 2.49,.!?
■jROb, BEEFBURGER....n«„1.49
2.29,!?
FRESH MAPLE LEAF PRODUCTS
CAN. OR. 'A' BONELESS
K ROAST ..,b.
CAN. on. 'A' BONELESS
L°o5»oSTEAK ..,b.
CAN. GR. <A' BONELESS
2 •49-" FRESH RIB END
STYLE SPARERIBS ...lb,





SAUSAGE ROMS ..NO, 1.49 
K55 SAUSAGES !,„1.29
iLrNSfEAir..,b.2.69,.SS BUTTPORTION.,b.1.19.,!..! COTTAGEROLLS..,,.1.99.5!








« Ltflk ...................................... ........... -.IIQ3.95 fresh .a JA
ROAST ..,,.2.49,!! BOmPOBllOfi... ,,1.99„..„ CHICKEN*....,,1.19,5!
fresh FRESH, halves CANADA OR.‘A’
CENTRE CUT PORK LOIN SHELLBONE
PORK CHOPS ROAST ROAST






NEW CROP CHILEAN RED FLAME
SEEDLESS GRAPES ....lb.

















































SHOOTS .. .. mg .Id
CAPRI ITALIAN
TOMATOES ?«•!! 2/
RUPERT FROZEN , . ^
COD FISH i M BEETS 






























































; 2/3!) CLEANER,,..,.2L m
8,0.8. -I LUX, '' ,SOAP Ik um PADS,.,.,.ir»l3 DETERGENT
KtLLOOO'O CEREAL . ' 8-UVES
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CBtUK! tjy i|Ziltui»,4lllN1l (iLllTMt.
J A A CREAM OF CHICKENSPAGHETT 21* 'I Cy ORSAUCEr;,. .,l.l51l “““
M:WR.IWt FARM .
rnoziN : 4' Ofl
DM
te.tti. IRij......,.,a4„f4®
SWANSON FROZEN **
MEAT Mo V4
D3., JUICE .’..fg1"
CHOWDER
PIES .ZJTg'
